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Verso capa – imagem  
Imagem de ensaio Finneganz ueinzz 
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“For me, the imposing question is whether to allow theater to 
re-encounter its true language, spacial language, language of 
gestures, of attitudes, of expressions, and of mimicry, language of 
screams and onomatopoeia, sonorous language, but that will have 
the same intellectual importance and sensorial meaning than the 
language of words.  The words will only be used in the determined 
and discursive moments of life, like a more precise and objective 
light appearing at the extremity of an idea.  I intend to try doing it 
around a known, popular, or sacred theme, one or more rehearsals 
of dramatic performance where the gestures, the attitudes, the 
signs, will be invented according to the way they are thought, and 
directly on stage, where the words will be born in order to complete 
and conclude these lyrical discourses made up of music, gestures, 
active signs.  It will be necessary to find a way of writing, like the 
musical staff, with a coded language of a new genre, of everything 
that was composed.”

 Antonin Artaud
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“You complain that this stuff is not written in english. 
It is not written at all.  It is not to be read--or rather 
it is not only to be read.  It is to be looked at and 
listened to. His writing is not about something; it is 
that something itself.”

Samuel Beckett
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Scope
the Finnegans ueinzz Project sets out to continue ueinzz theater 
company´s creative research by exploring the universe of James Joyce, 
especially Finnegans Wake and ulysses. the starting-point for this 
research is a set of creative devices that will drive our creation. 

these drivers will have direct and indirect outcomes, as follows: 

- Performances of the play Finnegans ueinzz, inspired by Finnegans Wake 
- Performances-interventions based on extracts from Finnegans Wake 
and ulysses in urban locations with an intense flow of people. 
- Workshops on ueinzz theater company’s creative process 
- a continuation of the process started with partner alejandra Riera in 
2008, an installation/multimedia environment including video and the 
presence of the performers. 

InTroducTIon And rATIonAle 
Finnegans Ueinzz is about energy and invention. 

ground zero: the many scrambled languages that make up James Joyce’s 
dream-symphony. 

Produced by

Ueinzz Theater company 
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Verso 
Uma imagem , talvez um labirinto? 
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layers of language fused, 
collided, superimposed

create the polysemous scene. 

ueinzz 

 

Finnegans Ueinzz 
a new language on stage 

a new stage language being experienced 
 

                             

ueinzz theatre company exploring and extending the performance procedures  

created by Renato cohen in the plays:  

ueinzz Viagem a Babel (trip to Babel) (1997) 
Dédalus (1998 a 2000) 

gothan SP (desde 2001)
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the group reinvents itself in a journey through Joyce’s 
language, in which actors and spectators come 
together to celebrate life’s potentialities, magnetized 
by  Joseph Beuys’ expanded conception of art.
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Pág 9  
Frente 
Esta imagem , em bom  tamanho pode ser em pb 

cultura=capital 

Art = capital 
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Pág 10 
Verso 
Outra imagem Beyus  
Talvez outro blackboards,com a frase  
 “cada ser humano é um artista” 

 

 

 

 

 

every humAn beIng IS An ArTIST 



13We travelled several paths to construct meanings and create 
scenes. James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake served as a device and 
a trigger for processes of different levels that coexist without 

hierarchy. Scenes created from: 

textual stimuli, 
images, 
sounds, 
myths,  

personal experience and 
dreams

in workshops where we experiment  
with collages of narrative 
physical movement and 

brand-new language

Free association, 
collage, 

assemblage and
palimpsest, 

create a structure where the spectator 
is invited to have a productive look 

at the work  

-always a work in progress- 

When choosing a particular path in space/image/sound, the 
spectator is following inherent clues and hints. the spectator is 
free to follow or subvert them. During the play, each performer 

is continually on one path, which sometimes comes to the 
forefront, 

magnetizing the audience, 
 and sometimes stays 

like a shadow, 
, a double, 

a background figure. 
The presence of these personae and  

subplots, 
creates an open structure, 

that includes, 
magnifies and 

often implodes the dramatic, which collapses in 
exhaustion. 

Then, 
from these illusory ruins, 

we see a new scene emerging, 
where expectations cohabit 

with reality’s fictions. 

So we ArrIve AT A STATe where The InevITAble IS reAlIzed: 
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All FIcTIonS Are bIogrAphIcAl; 
All reAlITy IS A FIcTIon.
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this concept takes us to a work anchored in the presence of 
the performers and the experience of what is happening at 

that moment.  this experience is imbued with  vivências, de 
preparações, de imantações de determinados universos:

            

A re-InvenTIon   
of the art concept, 

of James Joyce’s work in the performers, 
of each performer’s own fictions, 

of the reverberations of these encounters 
with the work and with the spectator 

of this scenic structure
a re-invention of ourselves and a collective sharing of this 

re-invention. 

A ShAred SpAce 
where the audience, by participating in this experience
can project their own personal fictions on to the stage. 
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“In our reheArSAlS , There IS A conTAmInATIon 
beTween wArmIng up, prepArATory exercISeS, body 
AwAreneSS TechnIqueS, gAmeS And ImprovISATIonS. 
eAch one hAS ITS peculIArITIeS And goAlS, buT In 
our creATIve proceSS There IS no pre-expreSSIvITy: 
To exIST IS beIng on STAge, So In our pATh There IS A 
generAl overlAppIng oF TheSe procedureS.” 

cIA de TeATro ueInzz 

“one greAT pArT oF every humAn exISTence IS pASSed 
In A STATe whIch cAnnoT be rendered SenSIble by The 
uSe oF wIdeAwAke lAnguAge, cuTAnddry grAmmAr 
And goAheAd ploT.” 
                                                                            

JAmeS Joyce
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HIStoRY  

the ueinzz theater company was born in 1997, at “the 
House” Daytime Hospital, when the directors Sérgio Penna 
and Renato cohen were invited by the institutionto coordinate 
a theatrical activity for approximately twenty psychiatric 
patients,in the space of expressive activities traditionally held 
on Wednesdays, under the general coordination of Peter Pál 
Pelbart, a therapist for the Daytime Hospital at the time,and 
the team of coordinators, Paula Patrícia Francisquetti, ana 
carmen Del collado, eduardo lettiere and erika Inforsato, 
among others. the initial idea proposed by one of the patients 
was to do “real” theater, as opposed to theather “by loonies, for 
loonies”. thus, the directors embarked on creating a play to be 
performed outside the Daytime Hospital, and from the actors’ 
unique universe, their mythic, imaginary, gestural,sonorous 
and experiential repertoire would be made scenically valuable.

Forever in Process Ueinzz 
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The course of the company 
may be traced from descrip-

tions 
from several sources such as: 

memories, 
fragments from published and 

unpublished texts, 
several records, 

scripts, 
reflections, 

movies, 
images, 

theorizations, 

An established group, 
in a continuous process of 

invention, 
a collective ever in process of 

work and creation. 
. 
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tHe name anD ItS oRIgIn 

During one of the first rehearsals, the directors 
proposed a classic exercise about the different ways 
of communication available among living beings – 
some communicate with gestures, others making 
faces, with sounds, humans use language. 
It was asked which language each of them spoke, 
and one patient who used to only let out indistinct 
growls immediately answered, with great clarity and 
assertiveness, generally uncommon in him 
- german! 
to general surprise, no one knew he spoke german. 
- and what words do you know in german? 
- ueinzz. 
- and what does ueinzz mean in german? 
- ueinzz. 
everyone laughs... 
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here IS The lAnguAge ThAT meAnS ITSelF, 
The lAnguAge ThAT rollS upon ITSelF, 

eSoTerIc lAnguAge, 
mySTerIouS,  
gloSSolAlIc. 
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 Some weeks after that, inspired by the material collected in the 
labs, the directors present their script proposal to the group: a nomad 
troupe, lost in the chaos of desert, goes off in search of a luminous 
tower (Babelin), and on the way encounters obstacles, entities, storms. 
amidst the wandering, the troupe also runs across an oracle, who in 
his enigmatic language indicates the path which suits the wanderers 
best. the actor to play the oracle is promptly appointed: the one 
who speaks german. When asked where this Babelin tower is, he’s 
supposed to reply: ueinzz. the patient quickly incorporates the part, 
everything matches, the intense black hair and mustache, the small 
and bulky figure of a turkish Buddha, his wary and schizo manners, 
the vague and inquisitive look, of one who is engaged in never-ceasing 
conversation with the invisible. It is true that he is whimsical, when 
asked: great oracle of Delphi, where does Babelin tower lie?, at times 
he answers with silence, at other times with a growl, at others he says 
germany, or Baurú, until he is asked more specifically, great oracle, 
what is the magic word in german? and then it comes, infallible, the 
ueinzz all are waiting for. anyhow, the most inaudible of patients, he 
will be given the crucial assignment of indicating the nomad people 
toward the exit from Darkness and chaos. after pronounced, his 
magic word must proliferate through the loudspeakers and scattered 
around the theater, spinning in concentric circles and amplifying in 
vertiginous echoes, ueinzz, ueinzz, ueinzz. 
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the ordinary voice that was disdained in 
the Hospital because it was not even heard, 
would there find, in the space of theater, 
an extraordinary reverberation, 
a magical-poetic effectiveness. 
the first show was called ueinzz - 
(no one knew how to write it) 

some time afterward the troupe was baptized, 
and remains till the present day: 
 

the   Ueinzz theater company...
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 In this collective work all nonsense 
earned its place, even, and above all, when 
it represented a rupture in meaning. a 
non-significant singularity such as ueinzz 
can become a focus of subjectivation, 
self-poietic spark - here is a crystal of 
singularity which turns into a carrier of an 
existencial productivity entirely unpredicted, 
but shareable. 
 

it is a production, 
of work,  
of subjectiveness,  
of unconscious, 
of ruptures 
and rearrangements  
in the course of an existence, may it be  
individual or collective. 
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ueinzz,  Trip to babel 
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tHe FIRSt PRoceSS, DetaIlS anD ReSult  

 During the first rehearsal, the theater directors introduce 
themselves. Renato cohen positions himself in the middle, 
and shows how it is possible, with very few elements, to 
create a character. In his hand he brings a huge black rubber 
hat, that is very long and flat, designed by cubic-futuristic 
Russians, and puts it on his head. Suddenly his body builds 
up in volume and density, and it renders him an unusual aura, 
as if he were a magician or a giant. He picks up a wooden 
bat and cuts the air glinting, next he traces a circle on the 
floor with a piece of chalk. He invites someone to fight and 
announces that the space in the circle is magnetized, and 
whoever is inside it will be protected, whoever is outside will 
lose strength. With this small gesture, the sacred space of 
the theater is initiated for all, where each one can become an 
actor, where each gesture, sound or posture is made dense 
and light, fragility is magnificence, even brutality assumes 
grace and rhythm. one of the “patients” volunteers to put 
on the magician’s hat and starts to recite a sort of prophetic 
or religious text, with the bat in hand, which now became a 
walking stick, and in a few seconds we watch his non-bodily 
transfiguration: his sloppish body assumes the legerity of 
the wandering prophet, his discursive voice sustains the an-
nouncement of forthcoming times, his political-sociological 
and mystical-delirious recital then assumes a ritual function, 
a scenic legitimacy, a ritual sharing. Delirium deserts the 
psychiatric field to reencounter its most ancestral function, 
divine or divinatory. Here is, in this first encounter, the 
embryo of Prophet Zanguezzi, “the man who travels through 
time”, and who will conduct the troupe through the desert in 
the play. 

ueinzz,  Trip to babel 

the first play: 
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Ueinzz , Trip to Babel 
Trip to Babel 
Scene Y

Prophet Zanguezzi (guiding the troupe through the desert, 
a text by Khlébnikov)

 
-““For those who are alive... and have not yet died 
awaken for the contemplation... 
contemplation will take you 
contemplation is a strong guide.” 
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 In the second encounter we decided to rehearse at another 
house, recently rented by the Daytime-Hospital, and we walked 
along two blocks with the props brought by the directors, the 
cubic-futuristic hat, the walking stick and an old oil lamp, with 
a candle in the middle of it. It is suggested that we go with the 
candle lit, cross the street as if we were crossing a mighty 
river; the walking stick will have the power to cut the river’s 
water, and each one will jump over this invisible river their 
own way. In a few minutes, a wandering troupe is assembled, 
in an immemorial crossing of a desert or a Red Sea – or is it 
a medieval procession guided by candlelight? - right in the 
middle of the aclimação neighborhood and in broad daylight, 
to the astonishment of the neighbors 
 and he who conducts the lamp along the street with an 
inconcealable pleasure is the man with the light, who with his 
yellow cloak will illuminate the path of Prophet Zanguezzi in 
the play, opening up a passage of light for him and the troupe 
in the darkness. of course the man with the light and the 
Prophet never completely understand each other as to which 
one in fact leads the troupe, one thinks that it is his words that 
guide, the other that it is his lamp who opens the way. good 
or bad, it is with both that we leave the primeval chaos of the 
universe.  
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Ueinzz , Trip to Babel 
Overture 
Scene 1 

narrator 1 (text by  Paulo Leminski)
“chaos 
indigestible and rude mass 
nothing but inertial weight 
fragmented seed of the discord of things 
earth, sea and air 
whisper 
confused”.

 narrator 2 (inspired voice, text by  Hesíodo)
_“verily at the first chaos came to be, but next wide-bosomed 
earth, the ever-sure foundations of all the deathless ones who 
hold the peaks of snowy olympus, and dim Tartarus in the 
depth of the wide-pathed earth, and eros, fairest among the 
deathless gods... nine nights and days a bronze anvil falls from 
heaven before it reaches the earth, and falling from earth the 
gloomy Tartarus. And nine nights and days a bronze anvil falls 
from earth and only reaches Tartarus on the tenth. 

(upon the word Tartarus, the narrator must be emphatic.)  
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 with his already trembling and deep voice, his toothless mouth, it is 

necessary to imagine what it sounds like to him, the tartar on the teeth and 

hesiod’s Tartarus, odontology and ontology, the chaos of the mouth and the 

chaos of the world, to this patient who each morning comes in saying he is 

dead and to whom every day is a long crossing, an exit from Tartarus and 

from chaos toward a luminous Tower, before the night once more envelops 

the world with its horror and darkness. For one of the most fun exercises 

proposed by the directors, each one should fill their lungs and run across 

the room, open-armed and holding their breath, to breath out in the end 

saying a word of their choice. one does that half skipping, another bending, 

a third floating, this one comes as an angry beast, like one in his giant steps 

on the verge of a breakdown and with a cavernous and radiophonic voice 

which seems to come out of a built-in loudspeaker three meters away from 

the body, and in the end all surrender to the arms of one of the directors 

who awaits them at the end of the room. And this giant, having reached 

his destination, having made the walls of the house roar and having nearly 

exhausted the short director, stays there at his side, encouraging the ones 

who are coming, shouting “breathe out!”. when the whole troupe coming 

from chaos has fallen in the desert, after an unmerciful sand storm, it will 

be up to him to arise, with his uneven walking pace, as a hero’s trainer, 

shouting among the lying bodies to resuscitate them: “I am gul, the great 

hero trainer. whoever desires to enter my battlefield must shout. exhale and 

shout out whatever word!”  
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left at the top of a staircase, away from the stage. To get to the troupe he 

had to walk down the stairs, in his trembling pace and extreme difficulty 

in moving, to which very heavy glasses are added, amidst darkness and 

tense music. no one could guarantee that he would not fall down on the 

way, or that he would just abruptly interrupt his scene, or yell for help. “The 

spectator is never sure whether a gesture or a line will have a point, or 

whether or not they will be interrupted by any given contingency, and each 

minute ends up being experienced as a miracle. everything happens on the 

brink, but this threshold is not concealed - it underlies every gesture and 

makes it shiver. It is not only that the security in the world is seen shaken, 

but this tremor introduces into the world (or only arouses it) its coefficient 

of indetermination, gambling and chance.” 

spectator’s testimony 
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 a mix of precariousness and miracle, of 
faintnessand radiance, what else does theater seek, 
after all? 
   that lady who was assigned the part of Serafina 
who was fine fine fine and who fell in love with 
Serafim, she spends her time in the play on the top, 
among the audience, in a room covered in white lace, 
and when her time comes, she slowly descends the 
stairs and appears in feather, the wavering walk, 
and her body says the ineffable, this line between 
life and death, and no one understands why all cry 
so much during this scene, since nothing happened 
there, except for the extremely delicate presence 
made of a string of life.
 one of the most political, inquiring, provocative 
actors, who is always putting others’ decisions 
to the test, who is always trying to boss around 
and frequently embodies a councilman, or an 
authoritarian general, or a revolutionary freedom 
fighter, or even a thinker, and on this play the part 
of an anarchist emperor, inspired in Heliogabulus, 
by artaud. 
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Ueinzz , Trip to Babel 
Scene X 

narrator (anarchist emperor enters)
- “a strange rhythm manifests in the crowned anarchist’s 
cruelty, this one initiated, does everything with whim and times 
two. In the two plans, I mean. each of his gestures has two 
sides. order, disorder, anarchy/poetry, dissonance/rhythm, 
discord/generosity, cruelty.” 
.
emperor (entering) 
- “I am the anarchist emperor, fruit of psychoanalysis and 
cursed by the psychiatrist, you are my toys...” attention: the 
emperor rewrote his original text countless times (he is an 
actor/author), changing it every rehearsal. 

People (Peter Pál Pelbart) (shouting)
- “corrupt”, “Rascal”, “Ignorant”, 

 the emperor orders that he be arrested, and the order is 
followed by his complaints about having no land, no home 
and no bosom, until the emperor hands him a little bag filled 
with dirt, an actual roofing tile, and a radio to listen to the 
president’s voice. 
   next, the emperor tosses a plastic chicken into the audience, 
and dental plates “made in the congress”, in an ironic homage 
to “Plano Real”, referring to the Brazilian monetary plan. 
   after the performance, a few spectators were making 
comments on the way out, about that bearded patient (Peter 
Pál Pelbart), who was shouting “ignorant!”, that he was a 
reasonable actor, but that the therapist emperor had been 
the star of the night. 
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considerations 

 this first presentation, made at the tucarena took place in the confluence 
of two great vectors who are present in our culture. the first one is theater, 
with its courtship of magic and haunting, this ritual and sacred space, privileged 
field of aesthetic experimentation. the second vector is the one of life, when 
it experiments with its boundaries, when it borders on affected states, when 
it is shaken by overly strong tremors, by devastating ruptures, intensities that 
overflow all form or representation, events that surpass words and available 
codes, or the usual gestural repertoire, mobilizing languages that put that 
hegemonic language to the test, that reinvent a prediction and an audition. It is 
life when it is around the unrepresentable, the unnamable, or the unsayable, or 
the invisible, or the inaudible, or the impalpable – the unlivable.  there is, in this 
which they call insanity, a load of suffering and pain, undoubtedly, but there is 
also a vital and visceral battle, within which the most primeval questions are at 
stake, in life and death, reason and unreason, body and passions, identity and 
difference, voice and silence, power and existence. Well, art has always come to 
drink from this irrational fountain, since the greeks, and above all contemporary 
art, which is around the challenge of representing the unrepresentable, of making 
the inaudible heard, of making the invisible seen, of saying the unsayable and 
unlivable, of confronting itself with the intolerable, of rendering expression to 
the shapeless or chaotic. 
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 kant distinguished the beautiful and sublime precisely because of the 
character of the object which impresses us, respectively finite or infinite, 
finished or unfinished, measurable or immeasurable. lyotard suggested 
that contemporary art would have taken this path of the kantian sublime. 
For example in contemporary painting, which makes present the excess of 
the impossible to make present, using the shapeless as an indication of this 
same impossibility. In some way the challenge that crosses the contempo-
rary aesthetic project also revolves the ueinzz spectacle, in the several signs 
of incompletion which evoke in it the impossible to be made present, may 
it be out of pain, eddy or collapse, but also of imminence, suspension and 
intensity. 
     on the other hand, it is necessary to say how valuable the inclusive ritu-
alization of these singular logics is, of the emerging and insurgent rhythms, 
of the uncommon, the ruptures in communication, how the use of rituals and 
choreographs in all of this may render visibility to the most impalpable, and 
legitimacy to that which common sense despises, fears or abominates, and 
so the game of social exclusions and its cruelty is inverted. If theater comes to 
seek in insanity the might of the irrepresentable, what it can offer in exchange 
is truly great, when providing resources to that which is considered pure 
chaos may assume figuration, allowing that the expression of these ruptures 
in meaning do not revolve in emptiness. In this theater it so happens that 
each one can recognize one’s self as actor, an author of one, differently from 
what theater around the world holds in store for insanity, when it confines it 
in its nothingness. In this theater, every subjectivity may continue to weave 
itself to itself, with the precarious raw material that belongs to it, and work 
on it. Subjectivities being worked on amidst a collective work, in the theater 
conceived as an outdoor construction site. 
 In this collective work all nonsense has a place, even, or above all, when 
it represents a rupture in meaning. It is the case for the word ueinzz, a 
meaning to be rediscovered, proliferated, multiplied, according to the 
several appropriations to which it is employed, but that can also become a 
support point, ground, a focus of subjectivation to the one who enunciates 
it or the collective that accompanies it. there is an aesthetics in this, there 
is a clinic and an ethics which could be summarized in very few words as 
being of a certain relation with difference. It is not a matter of sacred respect 
for the exotic, nor an aesthetic idealization of suffering, even less of a mere 
realization which isolates each one in their own given difference, and there 
confines one, making the difference an eccentric identity. on the contrary, it 
is a matter of a certain vital game with the processes, whose basic rule is that 
every crystal of singularity, like ueinzz, may be the carrier of an existential 
productivity completely unforeseen, though shareable. It is actually about, 
as artaud would say, stealing the idea that the fact of living exists, extracting 
life from mere existence, there where it weakens in confinement. 
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     an extremely beautiful study by Richard Sennett has shown to which extent 
modern industrial society emptied the theatrical dimension of the public 
space, disqualifying the masks produced in social scene and sending each one 
to its supposed original interiority, its self. every large scale theatrical game 
has been substituted by the predominance of and inner emptied space, the 
tyranny of a hollow intimacy, which can no longer feed on anything because 
it is referred to itself, at best to its domestic or familiar circle. Sennett shows 
precisely that today’s self is only depleted this way because the public space 
that used to nourish it and the theater that was coextensive to it have been 
disqualified and emptied. Well, this observation reverberates entirely with 
nietzsche’s texts, and all the value he attributed to masks, life as a producer 
of masks, and how aware the greeks were of it. a mask does not conceal 
an original face, but another mask, and so on, in a way that the own face is 
nothing but a never-ending metamorphosis and creation of masks.  It is not 
about removing the mask to find the underlying truth, or the veiled identity, 
but rather understanding to which extent truth itself or even identity is one 
among the several masks that life needs and that it produces. If the aesthetic 
matrix substitutes the scientific matrix to nietzsche, it is because it is about 
producing the unborn, and no longer about discovering the existing. It is a 
matter of self-invention, not self-revelation, a creation of one’s self, not a 
discovery of one’s self. 
that is what is seen in the construction of the characters, who, if having 
resonance of their own traces with the people who embody them (in fact, 
every character has been built from the actors, and how just and careful the 
directors performed the duty of tailors of the soul, weaving custom-made 
characters! - to the point that it is nearly impossible to “hand” the part from 
one to another, since parts are not interchangeable universal voids), at the 
same time, instead of intensifying each one’s traces psychologically, in their 
own little intimate drama, enlightening one’s supposed psychic inner truth, 
which would quickly turn into a psychodrama of doubtful quality, instead 
theater makes these traces connect to characters from history, myths or 
literature (the Prophet, the man with the light, the Hero trainer, the Queen, 
but also the Sphinx, the anarchist emperor, Babelin tower) with cosmic or 
other elements (chaos, Storm, Darkness, light, the oracular word). In that 
connection, such singular traces are made evident but at the same time 
deterritorialized from their psychiatric context, and, dragged away from 
themselves, are drawn out to a neighboring sphere which allows them an 
amplified transmutation, in a dynamic that completely surpasses the initial 
personological information, making them reverberate with culture as a whole 
and experiment unusual variations. that is where theater offers actors a 
metamorphic and experimental field of unsuspected potential. Because the 
traces that compose a character (the singularities that dwell in each one) are 
not elements to a recognizable identity, in a referential mimesis; they do not 
add up to a psychosocial contour, even though that may still be present, but 
as a mask: the “queen”, the “emperor”... 
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 It is not an actor playing a character, neither him playing 
himself, it is the actor producing and producing himself, creating 
and creating himself at the same time in a playful and existence-
producing game, unfolding a potency, even if in the form of a 
historic or cosmic entity. What counts, beyond the mask, are the 
intense states that those traces express or trigger, the mutations 
that the traces carry, the speed and slowness that each body 
achieves, with itself and with the others, the flowing passages, 
the bodily, non-bodily, sonorous and luminous indexes, pure 
molecular movement, quantic gesture, rhizomatic track. then 
why don’t spectators ask themselves “what happened?” or “what 
happened to that character?”, but “what happened to me?”, 
recording the eminent from the event - affectation. 

contemporary aesthetics and insanity 
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     If contemporary aesthetics is fragmentary and flowing, rhizomatic 
and meta-stable, complex, non-narrative and non-representational 
(and what is a non-representational theater – theater being traditionally 
the place for representation?), it is necessary to say that in all this 
it resounds strangely like what comes to us from the universe of 
psychosis. there perhaps lies its most astounding capacity to receive 
it, and the strength of such an encounter. It is not about expressing an 
already existing inner universe (an inner scene, a place in this scene), 
but above all create a state, a gesture, a path, a trace, a spark, an 
atmosphere. the whole challenge has consisted in refusing the overly 
sentimental or psychological drama in favor of the tragic in its strictest 
meaning. It would be necessary, to make this theme precise, to evoke 
nietzsche once more and the whole question of the Dionysian, the 
greek relationship with pain and death, the vitality and that according 
to the philosopher, they used to extract from the tenebrous side of life, 
the cheerful affirmation of the ephemeral and the multiple, that some 
of those who interpret nietzsche have wisely known how to show. the 
encounter of theater and insanity drives this return to this nietzschean 
topic, confirming how much the author of Zarathustra used the past 

but wrote for the future, of arts and culture. 

contemporary aesthetics and insanity 
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 anyhow, in the circumscribed context which 
keeps us busy, theater has offered a privileged 
magnetizing field to the mutations previously 
described. It offers a plan for composition, a plan 
for immanency; everything gains consistency 
within it as long as it goes through this laborious 
magical-poetic metamorphosis. through theater, 
the impalpable gains volume, heavy becomes 
light, the most discrepant is granted space, and 
there is room for error. It is not a mere inclusive 
mold, but proceeding transmutation. 
 the play itself, at least the first one, is a 
derivation, a search, a deviation, an errancy, and 
not even the final encounter with Babelin tower, 
and the black queen that comes out of it can halt 
such nomadism, they re-territorialize the spirit, 
interrupt its nonstop wandering. During the first 
performance, in the last minutes of the spectacle, 
a troupe was spinning in circles around Babelin 
tower, since the access to the exit of the theater 
was blocked by a crowd. one of the spectators, a 
patient from another clinic, decided to help: he 
placed himself in front of the man with the light 
and the Prophet and guided them through a side 
path through the audience. the actors were sure he 
knew where he was going, to some secret door he 
might have known, but no - they found themselves 
before a huge wall, and there he left them. From 
that point they used the wall as a guide until they 
found the exit. If at first the audience had been 
spread through the halls waiting for the troupe to 
ritualistically enter, chanting ueinzz, ueinzz, at 
the final exit they stood in the hall, as though for a 
group picture, watching the spectators leave, and 
they, somewhat confused, did not know whether 
to leave or applaud or if something else was yet 
to happen... everything is passage, the end itself 
remains errant. 
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““at the end of this first performance, the 
actors come to the dressing room ecstatic, 
happy, fulfilled, shouting: We are cured!“ 

ARe We cURed? 
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 It is not about literally believing it, but it is 
likely that theater helps cure them, and also the 
“therapists“ which accompany them in a series 
of bad habits . For instance, the habit of reducing 
them to the exclusive character entitled ill (or 
mentally ill), a part to which they many times 
grasp insistently, although when the Brazilian 
newspaper o estado de São Paulo called them 
as such in an article about the show, there was 
indignation all around - they were actors, not 
mentally ill, mentally ill is the journalist! It would 
then be necessary to stop playing the same 
tedious oedipal hospital performance, open 
doors and windows, switch theaters (!), change 
scenes (what would be more radically analytical 
than diving into another scene, changing life 
enunciation coordinates?), change scenery, 
change script, above all change our way to look 
at the actors and at the line that separates us 
from them, not to make everything indifferent - 
the oh-so-dangerous illusion! - but to allow other 
characters to emerge (and how many others 
experiment the same “therapists” in this rupture 
and nonstop reconstruction of their professional 
“identity“), other states, other affectations and 
other connection. theater may help cure us from 
generalized belief, shared by many patients and 
also by countless mental health profession-
als, concerning their supposed helplessness or 
sterile focus on one’s own, social in-communi-
cability, creative incapability. or from the idea 
that the clinic must rest on one side and culture 
on the other, as if art itself were not critical 
and clinical at the same time, as if art were 
not already a device, as if the look of a theater 
director, the hearing of a musician were not, 
in their exteriority in relation to the traditional 
clinical field, and in the possibility of perceiving 
births that our biased look would abort, mightily 
clinical, and to the highest degree. 
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 the scene that theater proposes (but this is 
not something new, it is perhaps even older 
than theater - and that which is older, which is 
already known, has its inexhaustible dimension 
of “yet to come”) may also help cure us from the 
temptation of making everyday characters and 
their impasses substantial. For every character 
emerges with the secret force of fiction, that 
is, contingent and necessary, precarious and 
eternal, volatile and immemorial, all at the same 
time. and each character makes roar, behind 
its fleeting contour and the “almostness” on 
which it supports itself,  impalpable singulari-
ties. In any case, ueinzz’s first performance – a 
trip to Babel, at tucarena, was held before an 
audience of over 350 spectators. and what at 
first seemed to be a successful experience soon 
became the embryo of a theater company. not 
only did the actors surrender body and soul to the 
proposition, extracting enormous benefits from 
the results, but they also demonstrated the most 
lively desire to keep on performing, rehearsing, 
setting up other plays. Several performances, 
still in the first year, confirmed that there lie the 
gestation of a troupe with great expressive capital 
and multiple possibilities of experimentation and 
even professionalization
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Daedalus 
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that is what the second year of activities eventually 
confirmed, and strengthened, with the set-up 
of a second play, called Daedalus, performed 
for several seasons, at the tuSP, andthe São 
Paulo cultural center, teatro oficina, on trips to 
campinas and Brasília, etc. 

the second play: 

Daedalus 
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 more sophisticated in terms of narrative (greek 
mythology, science fiction, allusions to Dante), of 
character individualization, of scenic complexity, 
of variations in tone and genre (between tragic and 
comic), this play makes all these merge: dancing, 
singing, poetry, improvisation, individual and 
mythic repertoire, and also personal and universal. 
the actors gained presence, density, agility, scenic 
mobility, collective sync, group coordination. the 
arrival of a sponsor allowed, from the beginning of 
the year,  a more careful handling of the scenery, 
with the costumes, with image projections, with 
the general production, providing the group 
with the necessary infrastructure, guaranteeing 
the troupe’s professional outline, and allowing 
for the whole support, technical, artistic and 
therapeutic staff to receive payment, whom at 
first had rendered support based exclusively on 
volunteering. this year, we came to a total of 16 
performances, several of which on days in a row, 
proving not only the consistency of the group, but 
also, considering the audience that showed up, 
the press, the interest aroused among opinion 
multipliers, that the spectrum of interested parties 
was progressively increasing. . 
 With this play we went to the International 
Festival in curitiba, where the following happened, 
which serves to illustrate the many dimensions 
involved in this experimentation, according to the 
coordinator’s testimony:
 “It’s a few minutes before the troupe comes on 
stage. the public piles up on the side bleachers 
at the theater, one haunting shed enveloped in 
mist and deep in the atmosphere of riotous music. 
each actor is preparing to declaim, in greek, the 
agonizing battle which sets off this “nonsense” 
spectacle.  
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 I await, tense, run through my mind the words 
we must cast against each other, in an intimidat-
ing tone and wild turmoil. I run my eyes over the 
crowd and see our narrator a few meters away 
from the microphone – he seems disoriented. 
I go up to him, he tells me he has lost his lines. 
I then reach into his pocket, where I find all of 
the paper sheets. the patient/actor looks at the 
paper I reach out before him, he does not seem to 
recognize them. He takes his glasses off and puts 
them on again, and then mutters that perhaps 
this time he is not in the play – this is the night 
of his death. We exchange a few words and some 
minutes later, relieved, I see him back at the mic. 
But his voice, generally so shaky and vibrant, now 
sounds pasty and dismantled, as if to embellish 
the text that reads: “my memory has been weak...” 
I feel his words slipping one over the other, 
viscous, progressively diluting, and that which 
should serve as a narrative lead to our maze-like 
theatrical set-up now slowly flows into a slippery 
swamp. the narrator abruptly interrupts his 
scene, and making use of the last of his reserves, 
walks toward the exit, where I find him sitting 
most cadaverically still, mumbling his demand for 
an ambulance – his time has come. like in Blade 
Runner, the hero feels his time has run out, it hits 
me at the time, but unlike him, our narrator does 
not seem to want to stretch anything, he does not 
ask for a more time, before his final abolition.  
 I kneel down at his side and offer my support. He 
says “I’m going to the mire.” What do you mean, 
I ask. “I’m going to become a frog.” the prince 
who turned into a frog, I say nicely, thinking about 
how this first artistic tour by our Ship of Fools 
represents some sort of honeymoon to him. But 
he replies, surprisingly: “I’ve got a message for mr. 
acm [the initials of a famous right-wing politician 
in Brazil]”.  Without hesitating I tell him “I’m out”, 
I’m no friend of acm’s, we’d better send acm over 
to the mires and we’ll both stay out. the situation 
later soothes, and instead of an ambulance he 
asks for a cheeseburger from mcDonalds, we talk 
about the lottery results on which we bet together 
and what we’ll do with the millions waiting for us. 
I hear the final applause coming from inside, the 
audience starts to leave and they walk by us. What 
they see is Hades (my character) resting his head 
on charon’s shoulder, kneeling at his feet, and we 
receive respectful reverence from each spectator, 
to whom this intimate scene looked as if it were 
part of the spectacle. our narrator nearly did not 
perform, he nearly did perform, he nearly did not 
die, he nearly lived...” 

PeteR Pál PelBaRt 
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gotham-SP
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gotham-SP
“on the passage to the third year, we were already 
in conditions to propose a more complex project, 
with the set-up of gotham-SP, performed at the 
kVa and later during a season at teatro oficina 
(Workshop theater)”. 

the third play: 
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 Spread out from a narrative thread and evoked by one 
of the actors, around gotham city, entwined with Invisible 
cities, by Italo calvino, the play mixes the universe of 
comic books, the multiple cities that compose one city 
and the countless cities that inhabit each city dweller, the 
life of each one of the actors. With support from telemar 
(a telephone company in Brazil), this play went on a tour 
around several capitals in the country, such as Rio de 
Janeiro and Belo Horizonte. the group also performed 
in Fortaleza, upon an invitation from the International  
nietzsche-Deleuze  Symposium, along with the Sea 
Dragon, and in cariri, invited by SeSc. the many trips 
rendered the group maturity, mobility and also artistic 
agility – in each location some actor, singer, musician 
or local character was invited to interact on stage, which 
always resulted in surprises and gains. 
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Gotham-SP Script  

 every night, from the top of his tower, the mayor 
of gotham vociferates indistinctly against magnates, 
prostitutes, and psychiatrists. He promises the earth and 
the moon, control and anarchy, bread and cloning. But on 
the opening night at kVa, before going on stage, he asks 
for a lexotan. He can hardly believe what he sees: marta 
Suplicy, the mayor of São Paulo at the time, is going to 
be in the audience watching the play. the mayor of the 
imaginary city does not know what to do with the real city 
mayor: protest, compete, seduce, shy away? gotham-SP 
also has a very old emperor. nearly blind, nearly deaf, 
nearly mute, like kublai khan, he is the recipient of lost 
voices. In vain: neither the curmudgeony emperor nor 
the cursing mayor have any power over what goes on in 
the city, even less so over the mood that whispers in it.  
 “It is cold here”, repeats the dweller in her cubicle, and 
concludes: “If tomorrow today will be nothing, what is 
everything for?” a passenger requests the company of a 
taxi driver, who only echoes his memories and fears. the 
decadent diva searches for the impossible music note, 
ophelia climbs out of a water barrel in search of her 
sweetheart, the angels try to understand where they have 
landed, Joshua resuscitated, claims another order in the 
world. nonsense lines, a critic would say – but they are 
agonizingly crossed in a sonorous, visual, scenic, meta-
physical polyphony... Dissonant voices that no emperor 
or mayor can hear, nor orchestrate, nor muffle. 
 each one of the beings that shows up on stage carries 
his icy or torrid world... one thing is certain: from the 
bottom of his pale isolation, these beings call for or 
announce another community of souls and bodies, 
another game among the voices – a community for those 
who have no community. .
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living
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dying
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 For the ueinzz theater company it might be something of 
this order. In the marasmus of weekly rehearsals, sometimes 
it is asked if, in fact, they had ever performed or will return to 
the stage.  Scripts are forgotten, the company itself, seems 
like an intangible virtuality.  When a date appears, an available 
theater, a maecenas or a sponsor, or even the glimpse of a series 
of performances. everything is reborn: the costume designer 
rearranges the costumes, the 1900 pledges to donate to the 
actors the indispensable pizza that precedes each performance, 
word of mouth acts as a cheap and effective promotion strategy.  
the actors, although practically indifferent, reappear.
 a magnetic field is reactivated, proliferates, and creates a 
rhizome.  the loners get plugged back in, the stragglers get 
called in, a collective made of disparate singularities are put 
in gear, in a subtle game of distances and ressonances, of 
celibates and contaminations composing a 

“collective assemblage of enunciation”. guattaRI
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 But even when everything “thrives”, it is always on the tenuous 
line that separates construction and collapse.

In some reflections drawn forth by the company’s experience, one 
mentioned the relationship between  “precarious life”  and 
“aesthetic practice” within the contemporary biopolitical 
context.

 If it is subjectivity that is put to work there, what is on stage is 
the way to perceive, to feel, to dress, to move, to speak, to think, 
but also a way of acting without acting, of dissociating associating, 
of living and dying, of simultaneously being on the stage and 
feeling at home, in this precarious presence, moving at a heavy 
and intangible tempo, that takes everything extremely serious 
and at the same time “isn’t even there”, as the composer livio 
tragtemberg described his musical participation in one of the 
performances - it is leaving in the middle of the show, crossing the 
stage carrying your bags because your part is finished, sometimes 
leaving everything because your time has come and soon you will 
die, sometimes crossing the stage and interfering in every scene 
like the sweeper in football, at times talking with your prompter 
who should be hidden, denouncing your presence, at other times 
turning into a frog... or then grunting, or croaking, or like kafka’s 
nomads in the great Wall of china, talking like the crows, or at 
least saying ueinzz... the singer that does not sing, almost like 
Josephine, the dancer who does not dance, the actor who does 
not act, the hero who weakens, the emperor who does not reign, 
the mayor who does not govern - the community of those who do 
not have community.
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 In a context marked by the control of life (biopower), the modes of 
vital resistance proliferate in the most unusual ways.  one of them 
consists of literally placing life on stage, not bare and brute life, 
as agamben says, reduced by power to the state of survival, but 
life in a state of variation, “minor” modes of living that inhabit our 
major modes, and that on the stage gain scenic visibility, aesthetic 
legitimacy, and existential consistency. 
 the theater can be a device, among others, to revert power over 
life to potency of life.  In the end, in the schizoscene, madness is 
biopolitical capital.  But the reach of this affirmation extrapolates 
madness or theater, and would allow thought regarding the function 
of multifaceted devices - while at the same time political, aesthetic, 
clinical - in reinventing the coordinates for the enunciation of life.  
In today’s subjective and affective conditions, with the new forms 
of “connection” and of “disconnection” that characterize the 
contemporary multitude, and what is left to read in the “community 
of those who don’t have community”, a “minuscule” device like what 
we present ressonates with the huge urgencies of the present.
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In 2004,  shortly after the group’s presenta-
tion in Porto alegre em cena, Renato cohen passed 
away, to the great sadness of the entire company.  
His mark on the group’s work is still seen in all 
parts, and with time has intensified.
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In 2005 part of the group was invited to participate 
in a week with the actors of théâtre du Radeau, in the 
la Fonderie space, in le mans, France, in a project of 
reciprocal affection.  Radeau’s director, François tanguy,  
connected with the troupe on a certain level of empathy, 
body-to-body, hardly imaginable shamanic communication, 
in spite of the absolute language barrier.  circulating with 
a wooden pole with a comb on the end, an object that we 
would use to scratch our backs, but it was gifted by laymert 
garcia dos Santos, that for his time received it from a Xingú 
chief, he did long sessions with the actors.  For the native 
Brazilians, this instrument serves to scar the back of the 
speaker during a conversation, and leaving a mark of the 
event on his body.  tanguy used this same priniciple with 
the ueinzz actors, in their body-to-body conversations.  
Furthermore, they ate lunch together listening to him read 
aloud the man Suicided by Society, next to a very old anthro-
pologist, personal friend and onetime publisher of artaud.  
It was at this time that one of the actors asked François 
if the we had been invited because our troupe is a group 
of fallen angels.  on the last day, before the presentation, 
François dramatically responded: he placed an huge fallen 
wing made of cloth on his back, which the actor carried 
during the entire play.  In the meantime the most unusual 
thing had happened.  the actor had proposed marriage to 
laurence, one of the actresses from the French company.  
She was much older, extremely talented, and when she 
understood the meaning of the proposal in its theatrical 
way, she immediately accepted.  after the presentation 
of the play had finished, the marriage was celebrated in 
a magical atmosphere.  Something of the line between 
reason and unreason, between theater and life was put out 
of joint, and collectively assumed.  the groom was dressed 
by François tanguy with a magnificent velvet dark-green 
tunic, like a Russian prince, and on his head was placed 
an enormous deer’s head made of white transparent lace.  
the actress was dressed in a bride’s gown with a long train, 
and all of the “guests” put on wigs of all types.  at the end 
of the cerimony, presided over by tanguy, with an amusing 
wittiness, including family photos and lots of dancing, the 
bride and groom removed their clothes for the occasion 
and said good-bye in a civilized manner.  on the following 
day, the actress, who had never been married, thanked the 
actor, and insisted that he was the only person in the world 
capable of bestowing upon her such an experience. 
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after a few years, several creative projects were 
produced based upon these experiences, which 
unfolded in several domains and mediums. 
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“i am the joker,the enigma”
  the Franco-Brazilian film makers carmen opipari and Sylvie 
timbert, from the magazine chimères, founded by Deleuze and 
guattari, upon hearing a talk about the company in 2000, in Paris, 
became interested in making a documentary about the group.  
For several months throughout the ensuing year, they closely 
followed the day-to-day and behind the scenes of the company, 
as well as the actors paths in the city of São Paulo.  this resulted 
in the film “eu sou coringa, o enigma”, an excellent portrayal of 
the company’s daily life and creative process, and especially how 
that process interlaces with the life of its creators.  the film par-
ticipated in several festivals around the world and was the theme 
of a praising article, written by the psychoanalyst and activist Jean 
claude Pollack, published in le monde Diplomatique.  
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“Bicho de Setecabeças”  
 Several actors from the company were invited to participate 
in the movie Bicho de Sete cabeças (aka. Brainstorm), by 
laís Bodansky. the original idea, suggested by Sérgio Penna, 
the actor coach in the film, and at the time director of the 
ueinzz theater company, was that our actors would play 
roles of normal people, while the famous actors would play 
the psychiatric inmates.  that inversion was intriguing, and 
portrayed the already conquered flow between the universes 
of madness and non-madness.

“Sobreviventes”
  In 2007, miriam chnaiderman invited the group to participate 
in the documentary she was making, which consisted of 
interviews with people who had gone through extreme-sit-
uations (torture, exile, electric shock, etc.).  the participa-
tion of the group in the film Sobreviventes (Survivors) was to 
serve as a counterpoint to the stories.  actually, the group was 
invited because the director sees in such experience a strong 
and collective example of how people who have gone through 
an extreme experience use this baggage in their favor, in an 
aesthetic jump, and redefining their existences.

otHeR FIlmIng eXPeRIenceS 
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Xii documenta Kassel 
the experience with alejandra Riera, resulted in the videos and in the 
installation exhibited at XII Documenta kassel.  With this, in 2007, the 
group went to the city along with the most important exposition of 
contemporary art.  there, the device that was set up by Riera and the 
actors in São Paulo was reactivated, in the space of the german city, 
in a full artistic event, with all of the paradoxes that were involved, 
from the point of view of scale (the gigantic instituted exposition, the 
small and precarious theater company, the glamour of the art world, 
the fragility of the actors).  this unusual frequentation caused many 
impacting moments.  For example, when the group spent hours 
debating the meaning of the artist Ricardo Basbaum’s work, with the 
most original interpretations of his strange “objects” that circulated 
the world.  or later on, the interviews made in the city streets, where 
by chance they approached an exiled general, a friend of the ousted 
dictator Saddam Hussein.  or when seeing the Volkswagen factory, 
the biggest one in germany, where little by little the nazi past of the 
company was revealed.  or seeing a parallel exhibition (Salon des 
refusés) in the old center of selection and torture by the gestapo.  or 
the presentation in a movie theater of the fragments filmed in São 
Paulo.  all of this was documented, and still awaits a format, in video 
or written, by alejandra Riera 
In 2008, she and the coordenator were invited to present some parts of 
the experience produced in São Paulo for the interns and technicians 
at the la Borde clinic, in central France, an historic clinic, founded 
and run by Jean oury and Félix guattari since the 1950s.  the pre-
sentation of films and the conversation with the people who live 
there generated a long and rich discussion, and some members of 
the team would like to see the troupe, at some time, to show their 
work live.  Some unravellings from this connection are possible in 
the future, depending on the solidity of the group and their work.
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VIDa em cena, (lIFe In Scene) 2008
Sulinas Publishers (organized by Selda engelmann, tania 
galli Fonseca and Peter Pál Pelbart)
Published as a result of a seminar about art and madness, 
entitled life in Scene, at the Federal university of Rio 
grande do Sul, with guest speakers from all over Brazil 
in the areas of art, literature, and philosophy, such as 
celso Favaretto, Juliano Pessanha, Daniel lins, among 
others.  the volume contains photos of the performance, 
conference transcriptions, and reflections concerning the 
meaning of art or the challenges of contemporary art.

a teatRalIDaDe Do Humano (Human 
tHeatRIcalItY), 2006
event by the telemar Institute, where several fragments 
of the play gotham-SP were presented, and a conference 
about the company’s trajectory was given.

PRImeIRo ato (FIRSt act), 2006
Promoted by Itaú cultural center, an opening conference 
took place in which the experience of the group was present 
to great measure.

le DeVenIR-mIneuR DeS mInoRItéS (tHe 
mInoR-BecomIng oF mInoRItIeS), 2000
Seminar organized by the magazine chimères, in Paris, in 
2000, Peter Pál Pelbart presented the paper “Poétiques de 
l’alterité” (Poetics of alterity).

tHe guattaRI eFFect, 2008
Seminar promoted by middlesex university, in 2008, 
presented “the Deterritorialized unconscious”.

today, the company has become an object of interest 
in partby directors, actors, theater and performance 
researchers, psychologists, public health workers, cultural 
entrepreneurs, and public policy workers.
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most artificial meaning: time.  The uncommon actor’s time is mediated by 

all of his dialogues, he is overrun by the subtexts that become his own text.  

The response in the dialogues do not come immediately, rationally, it runs 

through other mental circuits.  There is a delay, a scenic lag, that puts the 

whole audience in production.  The actor, by intuitive mode, moves between 

the stanislavskian identification and the distant placement of brecht.  And 

he is excited, in front of the audience’s applause, he performs his scenic 

“bullfight”, measuring forces with the audience and his own interior 

shadows...  ...In this slowing down lies the madness, creation and thought 

are freed in the space.  It is not the fictional time of representation, but that 

of the actor.  one can say that the actor and his character share the same 

scenic body, in the distance of their respective times, challenging theatrical 

convention.  The performer enters and leaves his character, allowing to 

see other dimensions of his acting, more than in an interpretation.  They 

are therefore closer to non-representation, these actors, inheritors of the 

theater that contested the naturalist representation of the 1960s.  with 

such processing, it is a work in progress, an openning to improvisation, 

and the availability to accept the margin of error that occurs...  ...Actors 

that abandon their position to watch the scene of others, and retake the 

dramatic sequence.  Actors that perform long monologues and, also, that 

abandon them without completing their lines.  This strident division of 

errors, of findings, of reinvention of the text, is constructed in front of the 

audience.  The show then turns into a ritual, where everyone watches the 

impossible continue, the curved bodies that dance, the inaudible voices that 

gain amplified potency thanks to the electronics installed in the show.

renato cohen
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conections, transversalities 

“In Bob Wilson’s shows, the diverse elements in scene 
equally have the same weight, without hierarchy, also 
like in merce cunningham, with a life in itself, the music, 
the dancing, the speaking, the light, without serving one 
another, like a juxtaposition of several artistic activities, 
even if they form a fantastic whole, with scenic paintings 
and emotions that arise from the unconscious before the 
intellect”

Jacó guinsburg

“more than creating a formal and organized poetic 
construction, it deals with transcribing spoken and thought 
words in contemporary contexts, thus, utilizing a type of 
cultural unconscious reservoir... Bob Wilson was a pioneer 
in using non-artists in his works, underlining his individual 
abilities instead of imitating what he wanted to be.  It is a 
theater of performers, not of actors.  He worked for years 
with someone who was autistic”.

 
 

“He used the language that society refuses to comprehend.  
I try to aprehend this language to amplify the development 
of my consciousness”.  the fact that all this produces an 
incoherent text is not, in itself, incompatible with reality.  
Because no narrative development exists here, all of the 
activities on stage maintain a state of permanent “absolute 
present” by the continuous stimulation of the performer’s 
energy”.

Jacó guinsburg

 
 
“all this current energy, live, from the actors-authors, 
with this free manipulation of scenic codes, reinvents the 
relation between art-life in an altered state of presence, in 
contrast to the symbolic time of theater”.
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Ghost Train 
directed by christoph Schliegensief

 In 2007, the uienzz theater company 
was invited by the german director to 
participate in his show ghost train, 
performed in São Paulo at the cultural 
center SeSc Belenzinho.  the troupe 
played a group of old, decadent opera 
singers, at the end of a party.
    the audience passed by the group before 
getting on the train for an amusement 
park and going through several stages 
created by the directer, all inspired by the 
operas of Richard Wagner.
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 at the end of  2007 the company invited cassio 
Santiago to direct it, because he has plenty of rich experience 
in performance.  He was a student, assistant, and friend to 
Renato cohen, and in a certain way, carries on his legacy.  He 
carried out a production of the play comendador Peçanha, 
in the municipal library.
 

 2008 began with this new and rich partnership, 
based on the courageous proposal by the director to produce 
a work inspired by Finnegans Wake, by James Joyce, with 
several crossovers of contemporary theater and art.    
the working process developed for a year and resulted 
in three open rehearsals presented to a restricted 
audience, in December, where it was demonstrated that 
the company remains loyal to their spirit, and at the same 
time made a leap in terms of performing, of conception, 
and of aesthetic ambition.  the work with the actors, the 
scenic flow, the acting freedom, the associations with 
multiple universes of culture, history, literature, myths, 
cosmogony, all of which was brought out in an intense 
and original way.  also collaborating in this process was 
the actress and director elisa Band, who also worked 
with Renato cohen for 5 years, and since 1998 has 
developed an artistic partnership with cassio Santiago in 
the performance field, as a dramatist and collaborator in 
direction, the costume designer Simone mina, the lighting 
technician alessandra Domingues, the musician lívio 
tragtenberg, and the incorporation of new actors coming 
from distinct universes.  the company was reconfigured 
for these entrances and rearrangements, gaining a new 
dynamic and new wind, recuperating a vitality that was 
shaken since Renato cohen’s death.  Furthermore, it is 
a new promising phase that has begun, in which a more 
solid material structure has become necessary, in order 
to allow an widening and dissemination of the group’s 
research, and public presentation of results of this work.

2007 2008
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“an oPen PRoceSS, anD aS tHeSe DeVIceS emeRgeD DuR-
Ing tHe InItIal PHaSe oF tHe PRoceSS, otHeR DeVIceS 
WIll emeRge, BRougHt BY tHe PeRFoRmeRS, BY tHe DI-
RectIon, BY tHe muSIcIanS, alWaYS FRom, not tHe lIt-
eRaRY teXt ItSelF, But RatHeR tHe FIelD oF eXPeRIence 
anD FRee aSSocIatIon tHat tHIS teXt PRoVokeS In eacH 
PaRtIcIPant.” 

cáSSIo  SantIago  
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 eleven years since its formation, the ueinzz group is 
currently going through an important transformative phase, 
living a synthesis of the continuous research process and 
also looking for the creative sustainability of the group.  
this synthesis is not set on doing any kind of inventory or a 
recapture of the creative process of the group, but to rescue 
and boost its creative potency, to discover the vital urges that 
will keep its creativity pulsing. In artistic terms, it is about 
redefining new methods and work proposals, but at the same 
time giving continuity to specificities and peculiarities of the 
group. 
     Some performers and collaborators were invited to take part 
in this new creative purpose sprouting from the creative universe 
of James Joyce, and more specifically Finnegan’s Wake and 
ulysses. 
 as was previously stated, there are no functional divisions 
between games, warm-up sessions, exercises and scene: 
potentially, everything can be a scene, or the scene can serve 
as a warming up.but this is only the consequence: what we 
seek in every encounter is to create these triggers that help 
develop a creative path, a flow of intensities. for this reason 
some proceedings are elaborated, and proposed to the group: 
when the collective adheres to what has been suggested, they 
are developed.  
 In these first part we can mention: 
• exercises with eyes shut: playing tag within a circle, hugging, 
blinded partners discovering the rhythms of complicity, chasing 
sounds, forming circles 
• movement-choir from Rudolf laban and its unfoldings, such 
as mirror dance, transforming mirror, movement choir in com-
municating groups. 
•Proprioception: undergoing feelings of different weights, 
displacements in space, feeling the skeleton, the skin, the 
muscles. 
•rhythm exercises: moving under different rhythms 
• sound exercises: resonance, jaw releasing, vowels 
    the ueinzz group has a very strong characteristic, which is 
the heterogeneity of its members, and all its work operates with 
the valorization of difference as an idea for the construction of a 
cohesive collective.  
     In games and proposed exercises, there is no strive 
for uniformity, or for a rhythm held in common, but an 
improvement and search for some kind of cohesion, 
development of unity within difference, thus disclosing a 
theater anchored in listening and sheer dialogue with the 
group’s needs. 

wArm up, rhyThm And dAnce – 
reInvenTIng The collecTIve 

1.2.3.4.5.
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 In Joseph campbell´s book a Skeleton key to 
Finnegans Wake, he tells us that James Joyce 
“had to smelt the modern dictionary back to 
protean plasma and re-enact the ‘genesis and 
mutation of language’ in order to deliver his 
message.” 
 During the rehearsals, we started to understand 
what we already sensed as intuition, observing 
in a more concrete way that our research in 
these working process is not the transposition 
of Joyce’s work, but working with it’s radicalism, 
which is proposing of a new type of relation 
between the creator and those who “read” or 
“watch” the work.our quest is to transpose to 
the scene the astonishment it causes, offering 
to the reader this “protean plasma” in a pulsing 
state, full of meanings. 
 the reader of Finnegans Wake can only enter 
through this work in an active way, one can’t be 
passive, inactive. each time you read the work, 
there’s a need to choose possible readings. each 
reader makes his own path. With this work, 
James Joyce anticipated the idea of modern art, 
in which reading art the reader/enjoyer ought 
to make himself part of the setting, part of the 
game, and even invent his own game dynamics. 
 the idea of Finnegans ueinzz is not to adapt 
Joyce’s work, which would be impossible 
and would result in an empty and literary 
hermitism, but transposing to the scene the 
radical inventiveness of the recreation of a new 
language,reinventing, at the same time, the 
theatrical syntax. converting theater to it’s own 
“protean plasma”, its vitality and power of trans-
formation. 
 Within this idea of reinvention of language 
created by Joyce,we proposed that each one of 
us reinvent his own language, and in this way we 
continue researching and building on the possi-
bilities of scenes with this invented and unknown 
language.  each line, at times, might be revealed 
through works of translators, at times in a talk, 
or a speech, or like telling a terrible, important 
secret. 
 In Joyce, this elaborated minute treatment 
on language, transforming it from the tiniest 
nucleus is called portmanteau, where there are 
meanings to every signifier. 

creATIon oF A new lAnguAge 

 With no context as a parameter, these 
meanings multiply and destabilize, becoming a 
subversion to normatization and the comfort of 
con monolithical meanings.
 The vendetta of language! 
 With no context to restrict the meanings, 
meanings proliferate in “hallucimetric” 
progression. this happens because readings can 
be engaged in many ways, and reach a plurality 
of meanings, void of hierarchical “profound” 
meaning contrary to “superficial” meaning, given 
that what defines such concepts of profoundness 
and superficiality is our attempt of hierarchization 
and our unconscious pre-selection. In Finnegans 
Wake, both are there, at the same time and in the 
same place.  
     In our research for the creation of these 
languages, the same destabilization occurs: 
-when mixing languages absolutely different 
from one another, even though invented from 
each individual, each one evokes a different 
atmosphere 
-when translators make things up and do not 
translate what is being said, as there is no search 
for a logical familiarity and temporal agreement. 
ie: the foreigner speaks for one minute, the 
translator translates for twenty minutes 
-when a performer shares a very important 
secret to the audience, in a public confession, 
and there is no translator around 
-when many performers simultaneously deliver 
inner monologues in this invented language, 
creating a mass of indistinguishable sounds, 
that at the same time evoke the sonic landscape 
of gertrude Stein and the languages of the 
tower of Babel, this is the exact moment when 
confusion starts and everybody speaks a different 
language: the fall, a recurrent and important 
theme in Finnegan’s Wake and also in our work 

The fall of language in its archaic state 

1.2.3.4.5.
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If taste is not eternal but historical, and if the concept of 
beauty itself is becoming more and more fragmented, the 
stage and preparation of the stage are also reconfigured in 
a theater  .

“ancHoReD In PReSence RatHeR tHan RePReSen-
tatIon” 

SílVIa FeRnanDeS 
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 While ulysses happens during a single day, 
Finnegans Wake is about the night, according to 
Joyce. Finnegans Wake evokes and energizes an 
oneiric state. 
 one angle of our research focuses on the world 
of dreams. a world in which different elements 
and languages coexist. a hypertextual world 
that includes the dramatic, narrative and epic, 
and transcends these boundaries. the creation 
and production of meaning in a dream universe 
happens in a non-linear way and is always rooted 
in each performer’s unique experience. During 
the process, each member of the group recounts 
his or her dreams. the group then divides, cuts 
up, deterritorializes and reterritorializes this 
material. anyone can appropriate anything to 
reinvent his or her personal fiction
 this dream approach comprises a number of 
stages: 
1- retrieving and sharing dreams by writing 
them down, retelling them orally, exchanging 
them, and choosing a dream to retell. 
2- creating a persona via oneiric and desiring 
free association, using the body, the dance 
created by each person from their dreams, 
from some figure that appears in their imagi-
nations and bodies. open-ended indications 
through physical movement, sound, myth, or 
the atmosphere evoked by the colours of an 
Impressionist painter, or anything else the 
performer wishes. 
a happening without rational or conscious 
working out, via flow and movement. thus 
the director´s role is to watch carefully what 
emerges from the performers and create the 
conditions for this flow to take place. 

compoSIng perSonAe 

1.2.3.4.5.
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dreAm Scene

1.2.3.4.5.

 Scenes emerge from the dream narratives 
told by the performers and the personae 
moving through space. Part of the process 
consists of trying out and developing the many 
creative possibilities in terms of scenes and 
elements. 

a non-illustrative, 
asymmetrical set, 
made of layers and 
superimposition  
creates this oneiric 
atmosphere. 

(elISa BanD)

 During the public rehearsals that took place 
at the end of last year, the power of these 
combinations emerged. the narratives and 
dreams that gave rise to some scenes drove 
a grand narrative, assembled simultaneously 
from all the dreams. the narratives flowed and 
merged to form a flood. 
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tHe DReam enteRS tHe WoRk PRoceSS, not aS tHe 
StoRY oF a DReam , “I DReameD aBout …”, But WItHout 
a conteXt, tRanSPoRtIng tHe oBSeRVeR InSIDe tHe 
DReam. tHe DReam IS no longeR tHe oPPoSIte oF 
WakIng lIFe, oR eVen In contact WItH It.

cIa De teatRo ueInZZ
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using a specific stimulus, 
a suggested situation,
a sound atmosphere,
an extract from the book
any of 
the countless themes of Finnegans wake, 
or even 
the classic technique of
who, what, where,
the performers are asked to split up into 
small groups and work on a scene
or improvisation that will be presented
to the rest of the group. 
The format and length of each scene vary 
a lot. Sometimes just the theme is defined,
 or general directions are given and the performers 
improvise the entire scene in front of the others. or 
there may be a script, or the scene may be rehearsed 
many times until it is ready in 
every detail. So some 
improvisations are developed and transformed 
using only ideas from the director and 
other performers. 

These improvisations also enable
other texts, sounds and 
images to be inserted from universes connected 
with the process: 
machado de Assis (the first chapter of esau 
and Jacob), poems by Anna Akhmatova, extracts 
from the writings of Antonin Artaud, fragments of 
Ibsen’s play The master builder (which inspired 
Joyce to write one chapter of Finnegans wake), 
paintings by claude monet, works by the the artist
Thomas hirschorn, the life and work of 
Joseph beuys, wagner’s ring of the nibelung, 
william blake’s poems, 
fragments of laurence Sterne’s The life and 
opinions of
Tristram Shandy (written 1759-67 and also an
influence on Finnegans wake). 

 workShopS And ImprovISATIonS bASed on 
SITuATIonS deFIned by SmAll groupS oF 

perFormerS 

1.2.3.4.5.
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 “the shows will be created directly on the stage, and with all the means 
that the stage offers, but this means will be used as a language in the 
same way as the dialogues and words of written theater.  this does not 
mean that the productions will not be rigorously shaped and fixed once 
and for all before being performed.” 
                                                                                               antonin artaud
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A collaboration with  Alejandra Riera 
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 The Maquettes-sans-qualité  (models-with-
out-quality) is a unique form ofarchive, where 
photographs, captions, texts, narratives, video 
documentsbegun in 1995 by argentinean artist 
alejandra Riera.

 Maquettes-sans-qualité,  due to its own light 
and precarious nature, can bedone and undone, 
while simultaneously claiming prosperity. the 
present iswhat matters. a book in movement. a 
sketch. a plan for an evasion. a place where one can 
speak, think about the world and ourselves, where 
it ispossible to confront oneself with unresolved 
problems.

 
   Maquettes-sans-qualité, opens up a place 
where many voices make themselvesheard, where 
multiple complicities intertwine themselves and 
also inquireabout the idea of the work, the author 
and the artist. more thanproper names, they are 
places which are needed to liberate the word, 
sharingthe responsibilities, shames, hopes and 
resistances.

 Maquettes-sans-qualité, are truly “spaces of 
refuge”, where a work in process unfolds itself, a 
work which is always collective.
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 In 2005, Alejandra Riera was in São Paulo and was 
introduced to the uienzz theater company and proposed a 
partnership about a project which she calls enquete sobre o nosso 
entorno (enquiry of our surroundings), one more movement from 
her maquettes-sans-qualité.

 along with the actors from the theater company, she created a 
device ofenquiry and a sort of register, something precise and at 
the same time open.each day, there was a collective exit, to some 
point in the city, chosen bythe actors, where each one approached 
someone of his/her choice, anyone:pedestrian, seller, student, 
policemen, anonymous people, homeless people,and threw direct 
questions at them that would come to their minds. an oddsitua-
tion, where both interviewer and interviewee ignored everything 
abouteach other, which created a strangeness, a reversal of the 
rules for ajournalistic interview.
  

 everything there occurred without a sound basis: slippery 
places, theprofessional, institutional and personal masks, 
sustained by each one, fellapart, revealing odd dimensions of 
the restless everyday “normality”surrounding us. a trivial talk, 
unveiling the impotency, the affectionalmisery and the sensorial 
shield.
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collaboration device with 
Alejandra Rivera:

enquiries, exposition, and several 
encounters 
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the artist  Alejandra Riera intends to accompany the ueinzz theater com-
pany for one month in the city of São Paulo.  this interaction will manifest in 
several directions.

the season of the company’s presentations, whether at B_arco, or in other spac-
es, such as the ceus, will be filmed by the Riera.

She will edit this material in order to continue the work that she began to develop 
with the group in 2007:  enquiries of our surroundings

It is not about filmed theater, nor a documentar about a group, but rather an in-
tervention of the everyday, created from the group’s experience

producing an event (or non-event)

in the public space, in the streets and places where she and the group will roam

in order to capture the images,

and in the private space of the gallery, where the “exposition” will manifest.

In one week, will be set up in the B_arco space

 the instalation that was brought to XII Documenta kassel,

with videos made in the city of São Paulo, along with the actors from the 
company,

texts written by her,

photos and fragments of images.

the entire project, unprecedented in São Paulo, will be open for visitation 
for 7 days.

every day at 5 pm, throughout the week, there will be an open discussion

with the artist and/or actors

explaining their artistic conception and project with the company. 
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 “and more things happen at the same time - not in succession, 
but simultaneously. Such acceleration 
produces fusion: all times and all spaces flow together in one 
here and now.”

otáVIo PaZ
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  “Joyce fuses each atom of writing so that with them 
they carry the unconscious of the entire memory of man: 
mythologies, religions, philosophy, science, psychoanalysis, 
literature.  and the operation deconstructs the hierarchy that, 
in one way or another, places order within these categories.”

DeRRIDa 
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 the stagings of Finnegans 
Ueinzz, Ulissezz and the 

performance stake form in a 
similar way to the processes of 

construction and deconstruction 
done by James Joyce. Just like 

the Joyce’s fusion of works, the 
scenes, gestures,emotions, and 

ideas are created by forming a 
scenic grammarwhich is different 
and mutates in each presentation.
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deLeUZe And GUATTARi eXPOSed THe LOGic 
OF cOnTeMPORARY THOUGHT in FORMULATinG 
THe RHiZOMe ideA.  THUS, THeY ReneWed THe 
WAY TO cOnceive ART, LAnGUAGe, PSYcHiSM, 

PHiLOSOPHY.  SOMe AUTHORS SUcceSSFULY 
APPLied THeSe PRinciPLeS TO UndeRSTAnd 

THe FUncTiOninG OF THe HYPeRTeXT OR OF THe 
inTeRneT.  THe PRinciPLeS OF THe RHiZOMe 
(OR OF THe HYPeRTeXT) APPeAR AS MAXiMS 

FOR SOMe PORTRAiTS OF WORK in PROGReSS 
FinneGAnS UeinZZ: 
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“Principle of connection” 
    there is a constant renegotiation of the show’s assembled signs and the 
subjectivity of the performers.  new scenes are created for every performance, 
many remain fixed and others transform, unfold, or branch out. 

“Principle of heterogeneity” 
     In Finnegans ueinzz, there is no utopic organization in the scenes, nor 
the will to create an organic whole.   this makes it possible for us to adapt to 
very different situations regarding space, emotion, and theater, because the 
scenes integrate all the elements that usually constitute the surroundings of 
the show.  Very different elements that usually are placed in different planes, 
appear here associated. 

“Principle of multiplicity” 
     Just as Finnegans Wake can be read from any page, the reading of Finnegans 
ueinzz can begin from any presented sign.  all elements are connected on a 
fractal scale, and they all exist in relation to one another.  It is possible to 
choose any connection as part of a web of meanings. 

“Principle of asignifying rupture” 
 Finnegans ueinzz constantly dialogues with new information and experiences 
that arise in daily life.  For every day of rehearsal or presentation, new external 
elements directly influence the Work in Progress, be it an event in the life of 
the actors, or an event in international politics.  
 
 
“Principle of cartography” 
 the immanence of spaces and of actual life is what gives form to this Work 
in Progress.  Just as in Finnegans Wake, where what is most interesting are 
the words themselves and not what is beyond the words.  In Finnegans ueinzz, 
the process is the show and not a form of preparation for the show.  Without 
linearity, proximity becomes more preponderant, the connections move in 
every direction, breaking borders and establishing interfaces with the sur-
roundings 

“Principle of decalcomania” 
     there is no center, but many centers connected by us which make possible 
going from one center to another.  From the theatrical language to the subjec-
tivity of the actors, everything can be the center, and we can move from one 
center to another. 
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The installation 
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“When I speak about collage, that is what I love to do, what I share 
with a lot of people because in everybody’s life did collages once, but 
then quickly you go to something more serious than collage. that is 
actually what I like a lot in collage, there is still a suspicious about 
doing collage, so the work is always based on collage but collage not 
, of course, collage I made on a table... evn when I work, for example, 
with mt neighborhood, this is a collage, a big collage, collage who is 
living, with a lot of materials, with a lot of elements, with a lot of people, 
with a lot of complications, with a lot of problems, but still with the idea 
to put together what you can not put together.  

(...)I am interested in precarity, I love the word precarity because the 
logic of precarity is the preciosity, the fragility, the attention you have to 
pay on things. But not only the physical attention, also the psychological 
attention, an attention of love, an attention on your own commitment, 
or your own implications, so I am interested in precarity, that is a fragile 
state, a graceful state, and precarity means, from the other, that he has 
to be, or she has to be, open, attentive, when something happen, to 
catch the moment, the encounter, perhaps the event who happen and 
this moment, there are always precarious moments. When something 
happen there are no tHe moment, there are no fixed moment, there 
are no moment for eternity, there are no moment fixed for all the time, 
so that is why I love the word precarity, and that is why I think  I am 
interested in having repetitions of precarious moments. and this is how 
I conceive my work , and this is how I see my work and also this is 
how I see the others art works because also the caves of lascaux are 
precarious, or the pyramids in egypt are precarious, and a lot of other 
movements we know as very good from the recent history they are very 
precarious even when they are forty meters high, made in steel, and 
made in concrete, so there is no question of materiality related to the 
term of precarity (...) 

thomas Hirschhorn  

The installation 
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 The setting, upon which Finnegans ueinzz takes place, 
is composed of words written using assorted materials on 
surfaces just as assorted. examples: in a room with white 
walls, charcoal can be used; in rooms with black walls, chalk 
or whitewash. 

 All the annotations required for the execution of the play 
and the scene script fill every wall. 

 A map of the events is revealed to the spectators who can 
read the playbill on the walls and on the background of the 
scene, also a map to read the pictures that arise during the 
presentation. 

 A sketch of the river from Finnegans wake flows to the 
ueinzz Theater company.   

 An intriguing script is born from the interaction between 
moving pictures and a background covered in annotations. 

 The correspondences and differences between what 
happens in front of the spectators and what is written on the 
walls produces a dance of the senses, expectations, and even 
emotions that soak up the show. 
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Scenes change, 

the annotations upon the wall change too, 

adjust or misadjust between 

image and background,

the change matters,

the dynamic.

The influence of Joseph beuys’ blackboards 

and Thomas hirschhorn’s Anschool n  

may be perceived in the transitoriness of the concepts and readings of the show, , 

and offers a beneficial situation for discoveries during the presentations, 

which transform day after day, 

forming not only a spectacle, 

but several spectacles with a common root

like tributaries of a single river, 

or several layers of an archeological site. . 
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 not aestheticizing the aesthetics of the 
creative moment, the rehearsals. 
 not adding elements to potentialize 
an aestheticized theatrical atmosphere. 
    precariousness alone as the base element 
of the formalization process of space and 
spectacle
    The preciousness which is born from precari-
ousness and the artificiality of the spectacle are 
put to use, and arises a potency that is archaic, 
theatrical and performatic, which brings every 
scene to life. 

 precarious elements are not used as 
ideological option, but merely due to the fact 
that they are easy to be used by any person 
who may want to transform a space, may it be 
a space among words or people. 

 The setting is assembled by impregnating 
information upon the scenes and is constantly 
transformed as of the transformation of the 
scenes and of the very reading produced by the 
spectators. 
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 The peculiar manner in which Thomas 

hirschhorn puts Joseph beuys’ amplified 

concept of art into practice is a great 

inspiration to the constitution of the described 

concepts. 

 The amplification of the concept of collage 

proposed by hirschhorn has contributed, for 

instance, to the organization of the signifiers 

of the spectacle, making it possible to 

consider the differences among geographical, 

institutional and poetical spaces in the 

creative adventure of translating Finnegans 

wake theatrically, along with the ueinzz 

group and its aesthetic potentialities. 
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 The setting turns into a map 
of the archeological site that 
is the actors’ interpretation. 
An interpretation which blends 
different times and values, in 
the same way that Joyce does 
in many passages in Finnegans 
wake, new elements leap all 
the time like a piracema within 
the river-flow that is Finnegans 
ueinzz. 
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 the idea behind Finnegans ueinzz was to see Joyce’s work 
through Samuel Beckett, eyes, i.e., through the eyes of a 
minor literature. In the same way that we saw scenes throughout 
all of these years, as art of the lowest level, likeTadeusz 
Kantor, liked to say, referring to theater as the lowest of 
arts, and for this very reason containing unique qualities and 
possibilities. and this thought became important throughout 
the twentieth century, in the creation of what is currently called 
Post-dramatic theater and in the survival of the theatrical arts 
through theater and performance. 

 the entire twentieth century can be found in Finnegans ueinzz. 
the spectacle exhibits the course of countless performers such 
as tadeusz kantor, Jerzy Grotowski, Robert Wilson, 
Peter Brook, but does not give reverence to any of them, 
manifesting a theater that has its motor force in James Joyce. 
this way of working was  also motivated Antonin Artaud 
writings, in which he proposed new possibilities for theater and 
lead us to this experimentation and creation of new methods for 
the theatrical praxis. 
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“Finnegans Wake, more so than ulysses, designates 
dissidence to the era of representation (of the novel, such as 
tales or fables) and restores, in the domain of prose, in which 
eighteenth century Realism moved with its substitutes and 
avatars, the era of textuality, the literature of signifier or sign, 
in its materiality, itself”. 

     auguSto e HaRolDo De camPoS 

FinneGAnS UeinZZ   ARcHeOLOGY And TeLe-viSiOn 
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FinneGAnS UeinZZ   ARcHeOLOGY And TeLe-viSiOn 
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on repreSenTATIon  

In our scenic translation, 

the rupture is 

one of performance, 

sign in its own materiality, 

the post-dramatic scene, 

or

the performed one
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 the theatrical show is an archeological site where the values 
of the scenic elements shift constantly

 each new element that arises modifies the reception of every 
other one. 
 
   like a jewel from several centuries ago, lying next to an old 
mud-vase from thousands of years ago.

 Relativism and the theory of Relativity themselves are on the 
stage, the discovery of scenic quarks that allow for a special 
experience to be witnessed by the spectators. 

 In Joyce, words are placed in a semantic shock, new terms and 
meanings arise in the flow of the script, we do not move from 
our setting, yet everything passes through us and manifests: 
biblical scenes, Homer, fragments of universal literature, some 
shatterings of ancient history, and the references of daily life: 

Finnegans Wake,  
Finnegans Ueinzz 
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cOnSTRUcTiOn OF MeAninG  
  
 

     the dramaturg, as the director, collaborates in the 
construction of a meaning, but drawn from the plurality 
of palimpsests, from hypertexts, where instances and 
languages of different spheres coexist. 
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the construction of a meaning takes place previously from 

the questionof linearity versus non-linearity.

as most of the scenes do not repeat, 

what is repeated is the existence of a particular scene in time. 

What is about to be said, 

the scenic offsprings about to take place in each presentation 

lies to the performers’ criteria, 

who are the whole time interacting with 

the director’s and dramaturg’s propositions.

this relationship is, at times, a game

at times a struggle, 

at times a love struggle,

at times a ritual, 

that may suffer from alterations in the duration and 

transformations through its course 
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 there are other scenes that are more stable, scored, 
wherein the path was built by the performer, little by 
little, and from which he needs this repetition to find 
his personal meaning for being there. 
 there are other cases, such as a performer’s 
monologue with a motto (leitmotif), where she jumps 
differently from one motive to another every day, but 
always in the same respective order. 
   thus, when we talk about construction of meaning, 
we are talking about the construction of a meaning of 
experience, of encounters, and of how to elaborate 
a flow of intensity for each encounter and in the 
performances. 
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When a scene is created 
elements of diverse orders accumulate and share 

spaces without hierarchy.
there is no language to be explored  

but rather a quality of presence

ReinvenTiOn OF LAnGUAGe 
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When we research with no safe places for 

experimentation, we need to define guidelines to rely on during the process 

and, also to constantly redefine them, according to sudden 

circumstances we meet throughout. 

this demands from the crew more sensitive eyes and ears  

for that which is configured by the presence of the performers in each encounter. 

that is,

our work is anchored in process,

and there is no theory

nor specific language, to serve as a blueprint . 
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It is a series of experiences that we propose, 

that we build from our encounters 

and that can be seen as a re-creation of proceedings and praxis 

related to performance, 

to the transcultural viewpoint of Peter Brook, 

to the polysemic scene of Robert Wilson, 

to the body practices and contact practices, 

to our inner development of the subtle body 

and Rudolf laban’s dance-choir and 

the anti-esthetics of butoh.  
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PedAGOGic-ARTiSTic AcTiOnS, 
 WORKSHOPS 
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PedAGOGic-ARTiSTic AcTiOnS, 
 WORKSHOPS 
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“[...] creativity isn’t the monopoly of artists. 
When I say everybody is an artist, I mean 
everybody can determine the content of 
life in his particular sphere, whether in 
painting, music, engineering, caring for 
the sick, the economy or whatever. all 
around us the fundamentals of life are 
crying out to be shaped or created. But 
our idea of culture is severely restricted 
because we’ve always applied it to art. 
the dilemma of museums and other 
cultural institutions stems from the fact 
that culture is such an isolated field, and 
that art is even more isolated: an ivory 
tower in the field of culture surrounded 
first by the whole complex of culture and 
education, and then by the media which 
are also part of culture. our concept of art 
must be universal and have the interdis-
ciplinary nature of a university, and there 
must be a university department with a 
new concept of art and science’. 

Joseph Beuys 
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    Since the coming of modern art (we establish this 
focal point as our objective), we understand that 
taste is not eternal, but historical. the antagonism 
of beauty versus ugliness, of good taste versus bad 
taste is long gone, and today one thinks and finds 
ways in terms of experience, of that which touches 
us, what Walter Benjamin described as “the principle 
of tactability”. 

   
this new way of understanding art implies a new 
field of artistic formation. a broader sense of this 
transformation, of the artistic action, is required.In 
our understanding, it must be accompanied by an 
artistic formation proposal.granted, it can sound 
pretentious, as such a thing as artistic formation 
does not exist, it stems from each person’s 
experience, but we believe in the important role of 
offering some elements, some encounters, some 
experience to contribute to new points of view across 
people’s artistic paths. anyone who wants to explore 
getting in touch with creativity.

  our proposal includes the production of 
workshops and actions for anyone 
who is interested in the group’s creation process. 
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Addendum 1

eXtRactS FRom tHe Book 
 

A Skeleton Key 
to Finnegans Wake
from Joseph campbell and Henry Morton 
Robinson 

elucIDatoRY eXceRPtS FRom JoYce’S 
WoRk anD PotentIalItIeS FoR ouR 
ScenIce cReatIon.

extract 1- iintroduction to a strange subject
(Joseph campbell e Henry morton Robinson)

 Running riddle and fluid answer, Finnegans 
Wake is a mighty allegory of the fall and 
resurrection of mankind. It is a strange 
book, a compound of fable, symphony, and 
nightmare—a monstrous enigma beckoning 
imperiously from the shadowy pits of sleep. 
Its mechanics resemble those of a dream, a 
dream which has freed the author from the 
necessities of common logic and has enabled 
him to compress all periods of history, all 
phases of individual and racial development, 
into a circular design, of which every part is 
beginning, middle, and end.  
 In a gigantic wheeling rebus, dim effigies 
rumble past, disappear into foggy horizons, 
and are replaced by other images, vague but 
half-consciously familiar. on this revolving 
stage, mythological heroes and events of 
remotest antiquity occupy the same spatial 
and temporal planes as modern personages 
and contemporary happenings. ali time 
occurs simultaneously; tristram and the 
Duke of Wellington, Father adam and 
Humpty Dumpty merge in a single percept. 
multiple meanings are present in every 
line; interlocking allusions to key words and 
phrases are woven like fugal themes into 
the pattern of the work. Finnegans Wake is 
a prodigious, multifaceted monomyth, not 
only the cauchemar of a Dublin citizen but 
the dreamlike saga of guilt-stained, evolving 
humanity.

extract 2 - Synopsis and demonstration  

 Finnegans Wake is divided into four great 
Parts, or Books, not named, but numbered 
from I to IV. In leaving these books untitled, 
Joyce is not wantonly casting the reader adrift 
without such chart or compass as chapter 
headings ordinarily provide. Rather, he 

intends that the subject matter of each Book 
shall develop organically out of its own life 
cell, making known its nature and direction 
as the development proceeds. the titles we 
have assigned to these Books in the following 
synopsis are based on the relationship of 
Joyce’s fourfold cycle to the Four ages of the 
Viconian corso-Ricorso.  
 as here presented, the titles, and the 
synopsis itself, are intended to serve as a 
handrail for the reader groping his way along 
unfamiliar galleries.  

BOOK i: THe BOOK OF THe PARenTS  

chapter i
Finnegans Fall 

 the first four paragraphs are the suspended 
tick of time between a cycle just past and one 
about to begin. they are in effect an overture, 
resonant with all themes of Finnegans 
Wake. the dominant motif is the polylingual 
thunderclap of paragraph 3 (bababadal-
gharaghtakamminarronnkonnbronnton-ner-
ronntuonnthunntrovarrhounawnskawntoo-
hoohoordenenthurnuk!) which is the voice 
of god made audible through the noise of 
Finnegan’s fall. 
 narrative movement begins with the life, 
fall, and wake of hod carrier Finnegan . the 
Wake scene fades into the landscape of Dublin 
and environs. Whereupon we review scenic, 
historic, prehistoric, and legendary evidences 
of Finnegan’s all-suffusing presence . the 
Wake scene re-emerges. at the sound of 
the word “whisky” (usqueadbaugham!) the 
deceased sits up and threatens to rise, but 
the company soothes him back. the whole 
structure of the new day has been founded 
on the fact of his demise.  Primeval Finnegan 
has already been supplanted by Hce, who 
has arrived by sea to set up family and shop.   

chapter ii
His Agnomen and Reputation   

     a half-trustworthy account is given of the 
earliest days of Hce and of how he came by his 
curious name. the rumors of his misconduct 
in the Park are reviewed. We next are regaled 
with the story of how these rumors grew 
after his encounter with a certain tramp in 
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Phoenix Park. the scurrilous tales culminate 
in a popular lampoon,the Ballad of Persse 
o’Reilly,” which fixes on Hce the blame for all 
local ills. 

chapter iii
Hce—His Trial and incarceration   

 through the fog screen of scandal little can 
be clarified. as the author points out, it all 
happened a long time ago and the participants 
are no longer alive—yet their counterparts 
dwell among us. a series of personages 
voluntarily arise to explain Hce’s case. 
Somehow they all resemble the accused. 
Passers-by are interviewed for their opinion 
of the celebrated wrongdoer (pp. 48—62). the 
story is told of his arrest. His fate is compared 
to that of an american sugar-daddy. the 
women in the case are said to have come to 
unhappy ends. after the hurly-burly is over, 
Hce, the eternal scapegoat, is incarcerated 
for his own protection and roundly insulted 
through the keyhole of his cell by a visiting 
hog-caller from the u.S.a. 

chapter iv
Hce—His demise and Resurrection  

    Various thoughts pass through the mind of 
the captive Hce. meanwhile, a subaqueous 
grave is prepared for him at the bottom of 
lough neagh, which, presently, he is induced 
to enter. During the general chaos that 
immediately ensues, phantom apparitions 
of Hce are variously reported from several 
battlefields .
     the filthy paganism of his day and the 
origin of a certain mud mound in which a 
letter was deposited are described by the 
scrubwoman, Widow kate. this is the first 
hint of the great letter theme which foliates 
hugely throughout the book
     a fresh encounter and arrest, and the trial of 
a certain Festy king, reproduce with important 
variations the case of Hce. Festy king is Shaun 
the Postman; his accuser, Shem the Penman; 
they are the sons of the great figure. all now 
await a certain letter which, it is expected, 
may reveal the whole truth. meanwhile, the 
Four old Judges ruminate the days of Hce
 It is found that the inhabitant of the watery 
tomb has escaped and may be anynvwhere. 
He is perhaps incarnate in the newly elected 
Pope. But having heard this story, what we 
want to hear now is the history of the suffering 
and forgiving wife  

chapter 5
The Manifesto of ALP   

 this chapter discusses at length the origin 
and calligraphy of the great letter, which has 
gone by various names in various times and 
places. It was dug from a mud mound by a 
hen, was saved by Shem, but then passed 
off by Shaun as his own discovery. Scholarly 
analysis of the letter by a professor-figure 
shows it to be pre-christian, post-Barbaric, 
and peculiarly celtic. the scribe responsible 
for this letter manuscript, working under the 
dictation of alP, is suggested to have been 
such like Shem the Penman. (this letter, 
which is to go through many metamorphoses 
during the course of Finnegans Wake, is 
mother nature’s partial revelation of the 
majesty of god the Father; simultaneously,it 
is the broken communication in that revelation 
through poetry and myth—alP the muse, 
Shem the scribe; finally it is the germ and 
substance of Finnegans Wake itself. 

chapter 6
Riddles—The Personages of the Manifesto 

 In the form of a classroom quiz the professor 
who has just analyzed the letter manuscript 
now propounds a series of riddles touching 
the characters therein revealed: (l) the Father, 
(2) the mother, (3) their Home, (4) their city, 
(5) the manservant, (6) the Scrubwoman, 
(7) the twelve Sleepy customers, (8) the 
temptresses, (9) the man’s Story,** (10) His 
Daughter, dreaming love into her mirror, 
(11) the Battle Polarity of his Sons, (12) that 
cursed Shem. 
 Question II is answered by a ponderous 
Professor Jones, who discusses at great 
length the history and metaphysics of the 
brother conflict and demonstrates the 
relationship of the Shem-Shaun-Iseult 
triangle to Hce-alP. to aid those unable to 
follow his complex thesis he supplies the 
parable of “the mookse and the gripes” (pp. 
152-59), wherein the conquest of Ireland by 
Henry II with the encouragement of Pope 
adrian IV is presented as an alice-in-Won-
derland fable translated from the Javanese. 
Professor Jones is of the Shaun type and his 
speech is an apologia pro vita sua.  
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chapter 7
Shem the Penman

 the low character, self-exile, filthy 
dwelling, vicissitudes, and corrosive writings 
ofthe other son of Hce comprise the subject 
matter of this chapter. this is a thinly veiled 
burlesque of ]oyce’s own life as an artist. 
It is a short chapter, highly amusing and 
comparatively easy to read.  

chapter 8
The Washers at the Ford 

 two washerwomen rinsing clothes on 
opposite banks of River liffey gossip about 
the lives of Hce and alP. every garment 
reminds them of a story, which they recount 
with pity, tenderness, and ironic brutality. the 
principal tale is of alP at her children’s ball, 
where she diverts attention from the scandal 
of the father by distributing to each a token of 
his own destiny. the mind is thus led forward 
from recollections of the parents to the rising 
generation of sons and daughters. as the 
stream widens and twilight descends, the 
washerwomen lose touch with each other; 
they wish to hear of the children, Shem and 
Shaun; night fallks and they metamorphose 
gradually into an elmtree and a stone; the 
river babbles on.

BOOK ii: THe BOOK OF THe SOnS  

 
chapter 1
The children ‘s Hour 
     
     os filhos do taberneiro brincam a noite 
em frthe children of the taverner play in the 
evening before the tavern. Shem and Shaun, 
under the names of glugg and chuff, battle 
for the approval of the girls. glugg (Shem) 
loses out, and retreats with a rancorous 
threat to write a revenging Jeremiad. the 
children are summoned home to supper and 
to bed. again playing before sleep, they are 
finally silenced by the thunderous noise of 
their father slamming a door.  

chapter 2
The Study Period—Triv and Quad   

 Dolph (Shem), kev (Shaun), and their 
sister are at their lessons. their little tasks 
open out upon the whole world of human 
learning: kabbalistic theology, Viconian 
Philosophy, the seven liberal arts of the 
trivium and Quadrivium, with a brief recess 
for letter-writing and belle-lettristics. the 
mind is guided by gradual stages from the dim 
mysteries of cosmogony down to chapelizod 
and the tavern of Hce .While the little girl 
broods on love, Dolph assists kev with a 
geometry problem, revealing to him through 
circles and triangles the mother secrets of 
alP. kev indignantly strikes him down; Dolph 
recovers and forgives 
 the chapter concludes with a final 
examination and commencement. l’lic 
children are ready to create their new World, 
which will feed upon the old.
  

chapter 3:
Tavernry in Feast   

 this chapter, nearly one-sixth of Finnegans 
Wake in bulk, is ostensibly a great feast held 
in the tavern of Hce. Yarns go round and 
the radio and television break in constantly. 
We overhear the tavern customers telling 
the rabulous histories of a Flying Dutchman 
sea-rover whom we come to suspect is Hce 
in an earlier phase. the whole story of Hce’s 
presence in the town, and of his misadventure 
in the Park, is being rehearsed under cover of 
the Flying Dutchman yarn
 as the drinks and stories go round, we 
reach the midpoint of Finnegans Wake with an 
installment of the television skit of “Butt and 
taff.” these vaudeville characters rehearse 
the story of how one Buckley shot a Russian 
general at the Battle of Sevastopol in the 
crimean War. amidst echoes of “the charge 
of the light Brigade” the figure of the Russian 
general appears on the television screen; he 
is the living image of Hce .
 When the radio and television are shut off 
the entire company sides with Buckley. But 
the tavernkeeper arises to the support of 
the Russian general. the company agrees 
in a powerful condemnation of their host 
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who, it appears, is running for public office. 
It is nearly closing time. From afar come 
sounds of an approaching mob, singing a 
ballad celebrating the guilt and overthrow 
of Hce. Feeling that he has been rejected 
by his people whom he carne to rule, the 
tavernkeeper clears his place and is at last 
alone. In desperation he laps up the dregs 
of all the glasses and bottles, and collapses 
drunkenly on the floor. He now beholds, as a 
dream, the vision of the next chapter 

chapter 4
Bride-Ship and Gulls   
 
 Hce, dreaming on the floor, sees himself 
as king mark, cuckolded by young tristram, 
who sails away with Iseult. the honeymoon 
boat is circled by gulls, i.e., the Four old men, 
who regard the vivid event from their four 
directions. Hce, broken and exhausted, is no 
better now than they. 

BOOK iii: THe BOOK OF THe PeOPLe 

 
chapter i
Shaun before the People  

 Hce has gathered himself up to bed with his 
wife. His dream vision of the future unfolds. 
Shaun the Post is seen to stand before the 
people recommending himself to their votes, 
and abusing his rival, Shem. to illustrate the 
brother contrast Shaun recounts the aesopian 
fable of “the ondt and the gracehoper” 
His principal point against Shem is that 
his language is beyond the pale of human 
propriety. the vision fades and a keen is lifted 
for the departed hero.  

chapter 2
Jaun diante da Academia de St. Bride  

 Shaun, now called Jaun (Don Juan), appears 
before the little girls of St. Bride´s academy, 
Iseult and her twenty-eight playmates. to 
them he delivers a long farewell sermon, 
shrewdly prudential and practical, cynical 
and sentimental, and prurient. He is about to 
depart on a great mission.
     Jaun is an imperial-salesman parodist 
of the christ of the last Supper, leaving 

advice to the little people of his church. He 
introduces Shem, his brother, the Paraclete 
who will serve his bride while he is gone. 
Sped with l pretty litanies, he departs—cel-
ebrated misdeliverer of the Word. . 

chapter 3
Yawn under inquest  

     Shaun (now Yawn) lies sprawled atop a 
ridge in the center of Ireland. the Four old 
men and their ass arrive to hold an inquest. 
Ruthlessly they question the prostrate 
hulk, and it gradually disintegrates. Voices 
break from it, out of deeper and deeper 
stratifications. Shaun is revealed as the 
gargatuan representative of the last and 
uttermost implications of Hce.  
 as the examination proceeds, it becomes 
more than the four old investigators can 
handle. the complaints of raped índia 
and Ireland, the garbled| reports of self-
contradictory witnesses and juries, wild, 
fragmentary outcries of subliminal voices 
long forgotten, the primeval scene of 
Finnegans Wake itself, come forth from 
the expiring titan. a group of young Brain 
trusters takes over, to press the inquest to 
conclusion. their sheafs of questionnaires 
quickly co-ordinate the evidence.
    they summon kate,the widow of earliest 
times, and finally evoke the father presence 
himself.the voice of Hce pours forth in a 
vastly welling, all-subsuming tide, and the 
entire scene is dissolved in the primordial 
substance of Hce.  
 

chapter 4
Hce and ALP—Their Bed of Trial 
  
 the Four old Inquisitors now are sitting 
around the parental bed. they are the posts 
of the four-poster. the long night is yielding 
to dawn; the dream figments are dissolving 
back into the furnishings of the room.
everybody is asleep. a little cry is heard from 
Jerry (Shem) who has been having a nasty 
dream
 the anxious mother leaps from bed, 
seizes the lamp, and, followed byher 
husband, hastens upstairs to the child’s 
room. child comforted, mother and father 
return downstairs to bed.their shadows 
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on the windowblind flash far and wide the 
copulation of Hce and alP. the cock crows; 
it is dawn.the male and female relax for an 
early-morning nap. 

BOOK iv: RicORSO 

 angelic voices herald the day. the sleeper 
has rolled over; a beam of light troubles the 
back of his neck. the world awaits the shining 
hero of the new days .
 Issuant from the lake of night and celebrated 
by girly voices, arises the form of innocent 
St. kevin. the idyllic moment is suggestive 
of Ireland’s lovely christian dawn of the fifth 
century 
 Day is gaining. the sleepers are passing 
from sleep. the ambiguities of night will soon 
be dispelled 
 the moment of the triumph of wakefulness 
over deep mythological dream is represented 
as the arrival of St. Patrick (ca. a.D. 432) and his 
refutation of mystical Druidism. all thereafter 
moves toward enlightenment. Yet things are 
not essentially changed, only refreshed .
 the morning paper and alP’s letter in the 
mail will tell you all the news of the night just 
past
 the woman, during the morning sleep, hss 
felt her husband turn away from her. time has 
passed them both; their hopes are now in their 
children. Hce is the broken shell of Humpty 
Dumpty, alP the life-soiled last race of the 
river as it passes back to sea. the mighty sweep 
of her longing for release from the pressing 
shores and for reunion with the boundless 
ocean swells into a magnificent monologue. 
anna liffey returns to the vast triton-father; 
at which moment the eyes open, the dream 
breaks, and the cycle is ready to start anew. 
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elements for a Grupality 
cartography

Peter Pál Pelbart

 In order to think about the question of 
grupality, I intend to offer some distinct 
conceptual topics, inspired from different 
thinkers.  I cannot, right here, delve into any 
of them, it would be a supersonic invocation 
of each one, perhaps a bit wild.  the proposal 
is that each one choose, from all of this, that 
which is most interesting to think about the 
question of groups, leaving the rest aside, and 
compose a problematic according to one’s 
needs.

individual, potential
 
 each individual could be defined by a degree 
of singular potentiality and, consequently, by 
a certain power to affect and to be affected.  
Deleuze likes to give the example of the tick, 
which looks for the highest place on the 
tree, then falls when a mammal goes by, 
and burrows into the animal’s skin, sucking 
its blood.  light, scent, blood - these are the 
three elements that affect the tick.  It can 
wait for an extremely long time fasting in the 
middle of the immense and silent woods, then 
bang, the blood party, and then, perhaps, 
death.  So what is the tick?  Well, it should be 
defined by its affects.  How does one create 
a cartography of its affects? How does one 
“ethologically” map the affects of a person?  
obviously, a bureaucrat and a dancer are not 
capable of the same affects.  as for the power 
to be affected by a bureaucrat, one only need 
read kafka to get a rather clear idea.  and 
what is the capacity to be affected by an artist 
and to affect as an artist?  Is it possible that it 
is the same for a dancer as it is for an actor?  
Is it the same for an acrobat as it is for one 
who is fasting?  again, kafka.  look at his 
short stories about artists, the Hunger artist, 
for example.   
 thus we are a degree of potentiality, defined 
by our power to affect and to be affected, 
and we do not know how much we can affect 
and be affected, it is always a question of 
experimentation. We do not yet know what 
the body is capable of, says Spinoza.  let us 
continue learning to select that which agrees 
with our body, that which does not agree, that 

which is composed with the body, that which 
tends to decompose it, that which gives it 
more strength to exist, that which diminishes 
its strength, that which increases its potential 
to act, that which diminishes such potential, 
and, consequently, that which results in 
happiness, or sadness. let us continue 
learning to select our encounters, and to 
compose, such is a great art.  Sadness is 
every passion that implies a decrease in our 
potential to act; happiness, every passion that 
increases our potential to act.  this opens up 
an important ethical problem: how is it that 
those who detain power want to affect us 
with sadness? Sad passions being necessary 
for the exercise of power.  to inspire sad 
passions -- the necessary relationship that 
the cleric and the despot impose, inspiring 
sadness in their subjects.  Sadness is not a 
vague something, it is the affect that implies 
a decrease in potential to act. existing is, 
therefore, a fluctuating in our potential to act, 
between these two poles, these climbs and 
descents, rises and falls. 

 thus, how to fill this power to affect and 
be affected which corresponds to us? For 
example, we can be affected only by the 
things that surround us, in the encounters 
that we have from the taste of chance, we can 
be at their mercy, passively, and therefore 
just have passions.  and these encounters 
can just be bad encounters, that give to 
us sad passions, hate, envy, resentment, 
humiliation, and this decreases our strength 
to exist and separates us from our potential 
to act. Well, few philosophers fought so 
ardently against the cult of sad passions, not 
for moral reasons, but rather for, let’s say, 
ethical reasons.  What Spinoza means is that 
passions are not a problem, they exist and are 
unavoidable, they are not good nor bad, they 
are necessary in the encounter of bodies and 
in the encounter of ideas.  Which, indeed, in 
a certain measure, what is avoidable are the 
sad passions that enslave us into impotence.  
In other terms, just through happy passions 
we approach that point of conversation in 
which we can at least stop suffering, so that 
we can act; to stop having just passions, so 
that we can have actions, so that we can 
unfold in our potential to act, our power to 
affect, our power to be the direct cause of our 
actions, and not so we always obey external 
causes, suffering from them, always being at 
the mercy of them.
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individual social vitality, pré-individual, as 
pure non-totalizing heterogeneity, it has 
nothing to do with unity, measurement, 
sovereignty, much less with the media, 
political, and imperial figures that intend to 
hypostatize it, represent it, or expropriate 
it.  thus because today’s resistance passes 
through an exodus in relation to these 
instances that transcendentalize the 
common, and above all through immanent 
experimentation of the common, by the 
compositions and recompositions that make 
it, by the re-distributions of affect that these 
compositions and recompositions propitiate, 
by the new possibilities which from there are 
opened and invented. 

nostalgia of the community

 Jean-luc nancy, in the Inoperative 
community, reminds us that, according to 
western theoretical tradition, where there 
is society, the community has been lost.  
Whoever says society, already says loss or 
degradation of a communal intimacy, in such 
a way that the community is that which society 
has destroyed.  this is how the loner would 
have been born, the one who, from within 
society, would desire to be a citizen of a free 
and sovereign community, precisely that which 
society has ruined.  Rousseau, for example, 
would be the first thinker of community, 
who had a “consciousness of a (perhaps 
irreparable) rupture from this community”.  
He was followed by the romantics, by Hegel.  
nancy says: “until us, history will have 
been thought of under a backdrop of [a] lost 
community - [a community] to re-encounter or 
to reconstitute”.  the lost or broken community 
can be exemplified in several ways, as a natural 
family, the athenian city, the Roman republic, 
the first christian community, corporations, 
communes or fraternities... always referring 
to a lost era in which the community is weaved 
in tight, harmonious knots, and gave itself, by 
institutions, rites, symbols, the representation 
of its unity.  “Distinct from society (...) 
the community is not just the intimate 
communication of its members among 
themselves, but also the organic communion 
of itself with its own essence.”  It is constituted 
by the sharing of an identity, according to the 
model of the family and love. 
 the author concludes that it would 
be necessary to be suspicious of this 

retrospective consciousness of the loss 
of community and its identity, just as 
the prospective ideal that this nostalgia 
produces, being that it accompanies the West 
since its beginning.  In every moment of its 
history it surrenders to a nostalgia of a lost, 
disappeared, archaic community, deploring 
the loss of a familiarity, of a fraternity, of 
an acquaintance.  It is curious that the true 
consciousness of the loss of community is 
christian:  the community that distressed 
Rousseau, Schlegel, Hegel, Bakunin, marx, 
Wagner, or mallarmé is thought of as 
communion, in the breast of christ´s mystical 
body.  the community would be the modern 
myth of man’s participation in the divine life.  
the yearning for community would be a late 
invention that sought to respond to the harsh 
reality of modern experience, of which the 
divinity infinitely pulled away (as Holderlin 
has shown).  the death of god would be a way 
of referring to the death of the community, 
and would bring built into it the promise 
of a possible resurrection, in a common 
immanence between man and god.  all of 
christian, modern, humanist consciousness 
from the loss of the community runs in this 
direction. 

The community never existed
 
     to which nancy responds, simply: 
“la communauté n´a pas eu lieu” (the 
community never existed). not even in 
the guayaki Indians, nor in the spirit of a 
Hegelian people, nor in christianity.  “the 
gesellschaft (society) did not come, with the 
State, industry, capital, to dissolve a previous 
gemeinschaft (community).” It would be more 
correct to say that the “society”, understood 
as dissociating association of the forces, of 
the necessities and of signs, took the place 
of some thing that we do not have a name 
for, not even a concept, and that maintained 
a wider communication than the social bond 
(with the gods, the cosmos, the animals, the 
dead, the strangers) and at the same time 
a much more defined segmentation, with 
harsher effects (of solitude, in-assistance, 
rejection, etc.).  “Society was not built atop a 
ruined community... a community, from that 
which society would break or be lost, and 
what happens to us - questioning, waiting, 
event, imperative - from society. (...)  nothing 
was lost, and for this reason nothing is lost.  
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only we are lost, we above whom the ‘social 
bond’ (the relationships, the communication), 
our invention, heavily relapses...”
     or perhaps, the lost community does not 
pass a ghost.  or that which supposedly was 
lost from the “community”, that communion, 
unity, copertinence, it is that loss that is 
precisely constitutive of the community.  In 
other terms, and in a more paradoxical way, 
the community is only conceivable while 
negation of the fusion, of the homogeneity, 
of the identity with itself.  the community 
has by condition, precisely the heterogeneity, 
the plurality, the distance.  From that point, 
the categorical condemnation of communal 
fusing desire, because it always implies death 
or suicide, from which nazism would be an 
extreme example.  the unitary fusing desire 
presupposes the unitary purity, and always 
can be carried further in the successive 
exclusions from those that do not respond 
to such purity, until emptying out in the 
collective suicide.  otherwise, for a certain 
time, the proper term community, given the 
abduction that it was part of the nazi goal, 
with its praising of the “community of the 
people”, unleashed a reflex of hostility on the 
german left.  Several years were necessary so 
that the term could be detached from nazism 
and reconnected with the word communism.  
In any case, the sacrifice, through or in name 
of the community, made death be reabsorbed 
by the community, with which death became 
full in meaning, of values, of ends, of history.  
It is the reabsorbed negativity (death of each 
one and all absorbed in the life of the infinite).  
But the work of death, insists nancy, cannot 
found a community.  much to the contrary: it 
is uniquely the impossibility to make a work 
of death that could found a community. 
 to the fusional desire, that from which 
death makes a work, is counter-posed 
against another vision of community, on the 
other hand of all nostalgia, of all communal 
metaphysics.  according to the author such 
a figure of the community has not yet risen.  
maybe that means that we slowly learn that 
it is not about modelling a communitarian 
essence, but before thinking about the 
insistent and unusual demand of community, 
for beyond the totalitarianisms that insinuate 
from each side, from the techno-economical 
projects that substitute the communitarian-
communist-humanist projects.  In this sense 
the demand of community still would be 

unknown to us, it is a task, even with puerile 
inquietudes, at times confusing, of communal 
or convivial ideologies.  Why should this 
demand of community be unknown to us?  
Because the community, contrary to that of 
the fusional dream, is made of interruption, 
fragmentation, suspense, and is made 
of singular beings and their encounters.  
therefore, the actual idea of social bond that is 
insinuated in the reflection of the community 
is artificial, because it leaves out precisely 
this in-between.  community as the sharing 
of a given separation of the singularity.  
     We have come to a curious idea.  If the 
community is the opposite of society, it is 
not because it is the space of an intimacy 
that society has destroyed, but almost the 
opposite, because it is the space of a distance 
that society, in its totalizing movement, 
does not stop exorcising.  In other words, as 
Blanchot says in the unavowable community, 
a relationship of the Self with the Self is not 
yet dealt with in the community, but of a 
relationship in which the other intervenes, and 
it is always irreducible, always in dissymetry, 
it introduces the dissymetry.  on the one hand, 
the infinity of alterity embodied by the other 
devastates the entirety of the subject, ruining 
its centralized and isolated identity, opening it 
to an irrevocable exteriority, in a constitutive 
incompleteness.  on the other hand, this 
dissymetry impedes all of them from being 
reabsorbed in a totality that would constitute 
a widened individuality, as customarily 
happens when, for example, monks deprive 
themselves of everything in order to join a 
community, but from this deprivation they 
become possessors of everything, just like on 
the kibbutz, or in the real or utopian forms 
of communism.  However, it is this that we 
hardly dare call community, because it is 
not a community of equals, and would be 
beforehand an absence of community, in the 
sense that it is an absence of reciprocity, of 
fusion, of unity, of communion, of possession.  
this negative community, which georges 
Bataille calls, community that those who 
do not have community, assumes the 
impossibility of its own coincidence with 
itself.  Because it is founded, as he would say, 
on the absolute of separation that needs to 
affirm itself in order to break until turning 
into relationship, paradoxical relationship, 
nonsensical.  the nonsense that is in 
refusal, and perhaps Bartleby dramatizes 
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Deleuze insists in the following: no one 
has previous knowledge of the affects to 
which one is capable, we still do not know 
what the body or soul can, and a question 
of experimentation, but also of prudency.  
this is Deleuze’s ethological interpretation: 
ethics would be a study of the compositions, 
of the composition between relations, of the 
composition between powers.  the question 
is knowing if the relationships can be 
composed to form a new, more “extended” 
relationship, or if powers can be composed 
in order to constitute a more intense power, 
a more “intense” potential.  It deals with, 
then, Deleuze says, of the “sociabilities and 
communities.  How are individuals composed 
to form a superior individual, to the infinite?  
How can a being take the place of another in 
its world, while conserving or respecting the 
same relationships and the same world?
   From this point, one may consider the 
constitution of a multiple “body” with its 
specific relations of speed and slowness.  
think of a grupal body with this continuous 
variation between its heterogeneous 
elements, like reciprocal affection between 
singular potentialities, in a certain 
composition of speed and slowness.  But, how 
does one think about the consistency of the 
“whole”?  Deleuze and guattari frequently 
invoke a “plane of consistency”, a “plane of 
composition”, a “plane of immanence”.  In a 
plane of composition, it means accompanying 
the variable connections, the relations 
of speed and slowness, the anonymous 
and intangible material dissolving forms 
and people, stratum and subjects, freeing 
movements, extracting particles and affects.  
It is a plane of proliferation, of populating, and 
of contagium.  In a plane of composition what is 
in play is the consistency with which it reunites 
heterogeneous, preposterous elements.  
as it says in the practically unintelligible 
conclusion of a thousand Plateaus, what is 
inscribed in a plane of composition are the 
events, the incorporal transformations, the 
nomadic essences, the intense variations, the 
becomings, the smooth spaces - it is always a 
body without organs. 

The common

 It might be appropriate now to consider 
the question of the common, very important 
when considering a group, a society, a human 

whole.  a trivial observation is insistently 
evoked by several contemporary authors, 
among them toni negri, giorgio agamben, 
Paulo Virno, Jean-luc nancy, or even 
maurice Blanchot.  upon knowing, that which 
today we live in a crisis of the “common”.  the 
forms that beforehand seemed to guarantee 
men a common configuration, and assured 
some consistency to the social bond, lost 
their pregnancy and entered definitely in 
collapse, from the so-called public sphere 
to modes of association be they consecrated, 
communitarian, national, ideological, party, 
union.  We peruse through the specters of 
the common: the media, the political scene, 
the consecrated economic consensus, but 
equally the fallen ethnicities or religious, the 
civilizing invocation trampled on in the panic, 
the militarization of existence in order to 
defend the supposedly “common” “life”, or, 
even more precisely, to defend a form of life 
that is called “common”.  In the meantime, 
we know well that this “life” or “form of life” 
is not really “common”, that when we share 
these consensuses, these wars, these panics, 
these political circuses, these expired modes 
of assembly, or even this language that speaks 
in our name, we are victims or accomplices of 
a kidnapping.
 
       If in fact there is today a kidnapping 
of the common, an expropriation of the 
common, or a manipulation of the common, 
under forms that are consensual, unitarian, 
spectacular, totalized, transcendentalized, it 
is necessary to recognize that, at the same 
time and paradoxically, such figurations of 
the “common” begin to finally appear in that 
which they are, pure specter.  In another 
context, Deleuze remembers that, above 
all, from the Second World War, the cliches 
began to appear in that which they are, mere 
cliches, the cliches of relationship, the cliches 
of love, the cliches of the people, the cliches 
of politics or of the revolution, the cliches of 
that which connects us to the world - and 
it is when they therefore, emptied of their 
pregnancy, are revealed as cliches, meaning, 
ready images, pre-fabricated, recognizable 
schemes, mere tracings of the empirical, only 
then can thought liberate itself from them 
in order to encounter that which is “real”, in 
its force of affection, with the aesthetic and 
political consequences to determine.  
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this in a more extreme manner: the refusal 
to do work.  It is here where the community 
serves for...nothing.  It is here, perhaps, that it 
begins to become sovereign.  Dare to take this 
thought to its extreme, with all the risk that 
it bears, being that we are not dealing with 
transmitting a doctrine, but experimenting a 
bunch of ideas.

May of 68 and the desire of community
 
     It would be appropriate to return now to 
the theme of community, having for a backdrop 
this non-conventional idea, because it goes 
against our productive and communicative 
tradition, as much for sovereignty as for 
community.  We could accompany the great 
commentary made by maurice Blanchot about 
may of 1968, soon following his observations 
regarding Bataille’s work about the impossible 
community, the absent community, the 
negative community, the community of those 
who do not have community.  

     after the description of the atmosphere 
of may 1968, that includes the explosive 
communication, the effervescence, the 
freedom that speaks, the pleasure of being 
together, a certain innocence, the absence of 
project, Blanchot refers to the refusal to take 
power to which something is delegated - it is 
as if it were a declaration of impotence.  as 
a presence that, in order to not limit itself, 
accepts to do nothing, accepts being there, 
and then is absent, dispersing itself.  upon 
describing the uncommon character of this 
“people” that refuses to endure, to persevere, 
that ignores the structures that could give 
it stability, in this mixture of presence and 
absence, he writes: “It is in this that it is 
frightening to the holders of a power that 
they do not recognize: not being allowing to 
grab, being so much at the dissolution of the 
social fact as much as the unruly obstination 
in reinventing it in a sovereignty that the law 
cannot circumscribe, being that it refuses it”... 
It is this impotent potency, a-social society, 
association always ready to be dissassociated, 
dispersion always imminent of a “presence 
that momentarily occupies all the space and in 
the meantime without place (utopia), a type of 
non-annunciating messianism nothing beyond 
its autonomy and its inoperativeness”, the sly 
loosening of the social tie, but at the same time 

the inclination towards that which is shown as 
impossible, as inevitable - the community. 

 Blanchot, on this point, differentiates the 
traditional community, that of the earth, of 
blood, of race, from the elective community.  
and he cites Bataille: “If this world were not 
constantly passed through by the convulsive 
movements of beings that look for one 
another..., it would have the appearance of 
a mockery made to those that made it be 
born”.  But what is this convulsive movement 
of beings that look for one another?  could 
it be love, when the community of lovers is 
mentioned?  or desire, as according to what 
negri points out when he says: “the desire of 
the community is the specter and the soul of 
constituent power - the desire of a community 
so real when absent, trauma and mode of a 
movement whose essential determination is 
the demand of being, repeated, preeminent, 
arisen from an absence”?  or does it deal with 
a movement that does not support any name, 
neither love, nor desire, but that attracts the 
beings to throw each one towards the others, 
according to their bodies or according to their 
hearts and thoughts, carrying them away to 
the ordinary society?  there is something 
inconfessable in this strangeness, that, not 
being able to be common, is not however 
what founds a community, always provisional 
and always already deserted.  Something 
between work and inopertativeness...
 maybe this is what interested Jean-
luc nancy: to requalify a region that no 
commmunistic or communitarian project 
already held.  to rethink community in distinct 
terms from those that, in their christian, 
religious origin, had it qualified (in knowing, 
as communion), to rethink it in terms of the 
instance of the “common”, with all the enigma 
built in it and the difficulty to comprehend 
this common, “its non-given character, 
non-available and, in this sense, the least 
“common” of the world”.  to rethink the secret 
of the common that is not a common secret.  
the challenge obligated nancy to a change, 
in knowing, to speak more in being-in-
common, being-with, to avoid the excessively 
full resonance that was gaining the term 
community, full of substance and interiority, 
still christian (spiritual, fraternal, communial 
community) or more amply religious (Jewish, 
‘umma community) or ethnic, with all the 
fascist forming risks of the communitarian 
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pulse.  even the inoperative community, 
as nancy had called it in his commentaries 
departing from Bataille, with its refusal of 
nation-States, parties, assemblies, people, 
companies, or fraternities, left untouched 
this domain of the common, and the desire 
(and anxiety) of being-common that the 
fundamentalisms instrumentalize to a 
growing degree. 

Socialism of distances
 
     So that this theme be more than an 
individual obsession for a certain author, 
attesting to its recurrent presence among 
thinkers from the years between 1960-70.  
In a course given at the collège de France 
in 1976-77, for example, Roland Barthes 
works around the question of comment 
vivre-ensemble (How to live together).  He 
parts from that of considering being and its 
“ghost”, but, visibly, not just an individual 
ghost, and indeed that of a generation.  For 
ghost, Barthes understands the persistence 
of desires, the demand of images that insist in 
an author, at times for the span of a life, and 
that are crystallized in a word.  the ghost that 
Barthes confesses to be his, ghost of life, of 
regime, genre of life, is the “living-together”.  
not the conjugal living-in-two, nor the living-
in-many according to a collectivist coercion. 
Something like an “interrupted solitude 
in a ruled manner”, a “putting distances 
in common”, “the utopia of a socialism of 
distances”, in the wake of the “pathos of 
distance” evoked by nietzsche. 

     Barthes refers, with more precision, to his 
“ghost”, to evoke the reading of a description 
of lacarrière about convents located on 
mount athos.  monks with a life in common 
and, at the same time, each one following 
his own rhythm.  “Idiorritmia” (idios: own, 
ruthmos: rhythm).  not even cenobitism, an 
excessive form of integration, nor hermetism, 
an excessive form of negative solitude.  the 
idiorritmia as a form that is medium, idyllic, 
utopic
 
     the ghost of living-together (or its 
counterpart: living-alone) is very present in all 
of literature.  For example, the living-together 
in the magic mountain, by thomas mann, at 
the same time fascinating and claustrophobic, 
or the living-alone in Robinson crusoe, by 

Daniel Defoe.  or the biography of some 
thinkers, as is the case of Spinoza, who at 
the end of his life retires in Voorburg, close to 
the Hague, where he rents a room and every 
once in a while he descends to converse with 
his landlords - a true anchorite, comments 
Barthes, calling attention to the desire 
to create a structure of life that is not an 
apparatus of life.  In every case it is a way of 
fleeing from power, negating it or refusing it 
(anachorein, in greek: to retreat backwards).  
today it could be translated in terms of a 
distancing ghost, acts of rapture in relation to 
greekness, and that receives once in a while 
an unusual political resonance.

The common and whatever singularity

 It is the case of giorgio agamben, with 
his book entitled the coming community.  
In it here remembers Heraclitus’ beautiful 
phrase:  “For those who are awake a world 
is unique and common, but to those that are 
in bed each one turns over to his own”.  the 
common was the logos.  the expropriation of 
the common in a society of the spectacle is the 
expropriation of language.  When all language 
is kidnapped by a democratico-spectacular 
regime, and language becomes autonomous 
in a separate sphere, in such a way that it no 
longer reveals anything and nobody takes root 
in it, when the communicativity, that which 
guaranteed the common, becomes exposed 
to the maximum and entered the proper 
communication, we reach an extreme point 
of nihilism.  How can one disconnect from 
this totalitarian and communicativity?  How to 
challenge those instances that expropriated 
the common, and that transcendentalized 
it?  this is where agamben evokes a coming 
resistance, not like before, from a class, a 
party, a union, a group, a minority, but from 
a whatever singularity, from the whatever 
one, like that which challenges a tank in 
tienanmen Square, that no longer is defined 
by its pertinence to a specific identity, whether 
of a political group, or of a social movement.  
It is what the State cannot tolerate, the 
whatever singularity that refuses it without 
constituting a mirrored replica of the actual 
State in the figure of a recognizable identity 
formation.  the whatever singularity, which 
does not declare an identity, that does not 
give value to a social tie, that constitutes an 
inconstant multiplicity, as cantor would say. 
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now, today, as much the perceptionof 
the adduction of the common as the 
revelation of the spectral character of this 
transcendentalized common arise in very 
specific conditions.  In knowing, precisely in 
the moment in which the common, and not its 
image, is apt to appear in its maximum force 
of affectation, and in an immanent way, given 
the new current productive and biopolitical 
context.  Being more specific: differently from 
several decades ago, in which the common 
was defined but also lived like that abstract 
space, which conjugated individualities and 
superimposed upon them, whether as public 
space, or as politics, today the common is 
the productive space par excellence.   the 
contemporary context brought to the surface, 
in an unprecedented way, because in its 
economic and biopolitical core, the prevalence 
of the “common”.  So-called immaterial labor, 
post-fordist production, cognitive capitalism, 
all of which are fruits of the emergence of 
the common:  they all demanded faculties 
linked to that which is most common to us, 
knowing, language, and its correlated bundle, 
intelligence, knowledge, cognition, memory, 
imagination and, consequently, common 
inventivity.  But also, subjective demands 
linked to language, such as the capacity 
to communicate, to relate, to associate, to 
cooperate, to share the memory, to forge 
new connections and cause networks to 
proliferate.  In the context of a network or 
connectionist capitalism, that some even call 
rhizomatic, at least ideally what is common 
is put to work in common.  It could not even 
be different: after all, what would a private 
language be like?  What would a solpsist 
connection become?  What sense would an 
exclusively self-referred knowledge have?  
Putting in common what is common, placing 
in circulation what is already everyone’s 
patrimony, making proliferate what is in 
everyone and everywhere, whether it be 
language, life, inventivity.  But this dynamic 
which is described only partially corresponds 
to what in fact happens, being that which is 
made to accompany the appropriation of the 
common, by expropriation of the common, 
by the privatization of the common, by the 
vampirization of the common undertaken by 
diverse companies, mafias, states, institutions 
with ends that capitalism cannot disguise, 
even in its most rhizomatic versions.  

Broadened sensoriality

 If language, that which since Heraclitus 
was considered the most common, today 
has become the core of actual production, 
as general intellect, as a whole of brains 
in cooperation, as mass intellectuality, it 
is necessary to say that the contemporary 
common is wider than mere language, given 
the context of the broadened sensoriality, 
of the uninterrupted circulation of flows, 
of the collective synergy, of the affective 
plurality, and of the collective subjectivity 
that results from it.  Such a common today 
passes through the properly called social 
bios, through the vital assemblage, material 
and immaterial, biophysical and semiotic, 
that today constitutes the core of economic 
production but also of the production of 
common life.  or perhaps, it is the potency of 
life of the multitude, in its mixture of collective 
intelligence, of reciprocal affectation, of bond 
production, of capacity for invention new 
desires and new beliefs, of new associations 
and new forms of cooperation, as maurizio 
lazzarato says in tarde’s wake, that is more 
and more the promordial source of wealth 
for capitalism.  Because of precisely this 
that such a common is the aim of capitalistic 
capturings and abductions, but it is equally 
the common which extrapolates them, 
fleeing from it in every direction and from all 
pores.
     Being so, we would be tempted to 
redefine the common from this exact context.  
Paraphrasing Paulo Virno, it is the case of 
postulating the common more like premise 
than promise, more like a shared reservoir, 
made of multiplicity and singularity, than like 
a divided current unity, more like a virtuality 
that is already real than like a lost or future 
ideal unity.  We would say that the common 
is a reservoir of singularities in continuous 
variation, an a-organic matter, a body without 
organs, an unlimited (apeiron) apt to the 
most diverse individuations.  Despite its quite 
substantialized use, in some cases the term 
“multitude” attempts to remit such a concept, 
in the dynamic that is proposed between the 
common and the singular, multiplicity and 
variation, unmeasured potentiality and the 
sovereign power that attempts to contain it, 
regulate it, or modulate it. 
     as has been seen, when the common 
is conceived as a virtual backdrop, as a pre-
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Singularities that decline every identity and  
every condition of pertinence, but manifest 
there common being - it is the condition, 
said agamben several years ago, void of all 
future politics.  Bento Prado Jr., referring to 
Deleuze, used an adequate expression for 
this figure that emerges from the several 
texts mentioned: the solidarity solitarity.  
*  *  *

 connecting with melville’s Bartleby, the 
scrivener who responds to everything with 
“I would prefer not to”, Deleuze comments: 
the particularity of this man is that he has no 
particularity, he is whichever man, the man 
without essence, the man that refuses to 
be fixed in any stable personality.  Different 
from the servile bureaucrat (who composes 
the nazi mass, for example), in the common 
man such as he appears here, it expresses 
something more than an inexpressive 
anonymity:  the appeal for a new community.  
not the community based on hierarchy, on 
paternalism, or compassion, as his boss would 
like to offer him, but a society of brothers, 
the “community of the celibate”.  Deleuze 
detects among americans, even before the 
independence, this vocation of constituting a 
society of brothers, a federation of men and 
goods, a community of anarchist individuals 
in the breast of universal immigration.  
the american pragmatist philosophy, 
in consonance with american literature 
that Deleuze so values, will fight not only 
against the particularities that oppose man 
to man, and feed a irremediable distrust of 
one against the other, but also against his 
opposite, the universal or the Whole, the 
fusion of souls in name of the grand love or 
of charity, the collective soul in name of that 
which the inquisitors spoke, as in the famous 
passage from Dostoyevsky, and at times the 
revolutionaries.  Deleuze asks, then: what is 
left for the souls when they no longer cling 
to particularities, what then impedes them 
from merging into a whole?  they are left with 
precisely their “originality”, which means a 
sound that each one emits when putting their 
feet on the road, when leading life without 
looking for salvation, when undertaking their 
embodied trip without a private objective, and 
then find another traveller, who is recognized 
by a sound.  lawrence said this was the new 
messianism or democratic contribution of 
american literature: against the european 

moral of salvation and charity, a moral of 
life in which the soul is only achieved by 
putting one’s feet on the road, exposed to 
every contact, without ever trying to save 
other souls, detouring from those that emit a 
sound that is too authoritarian or that moans 
too much, forming with their equals accords 
and chords, be they fleeting.  the community 
of the celibate is that of whichever man and 
of his singularities that intersect: neither 
individualism, nor communalism.

     In this zigzagging journey, we travelled 
through the community of the celibate, the 
community of those without community, the 
negative community, the absent community, 
the inoperative community, the impossible 
community, the gaming community, the 
coming community, the whatever singularity 
community - diverse names for a figure that 
is non-fusional, non-unitary, non-totalizing, 
non-affiliating, and which can be transposed 
to think about the group, always taking into 
account the specificities.  For so much, 
it would be necessary to start from thing 
beginning, regarding reciprocal affectations, 
in order to rethink the question of grupality 
in a manner that is more multiple, a-centric, 
and above all trampled upon, in the game 
between singularities and the common, and in 
the amplified potency of composition - always 
taking into account the plane of consistency.  

Addendum2
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enquiry into the/our outside  
Alejandra Riera at documenta 12/ Jean-

Pierre Rehm
 

ce texte est également disponible en version 
française
alejandra Riera’s presentation for Documenta 
12 occupies a large space on the top floor of the 
Friedericianum in kassel. the space—dotted 
with windows, criss-crossed by windowed 
partitions, the photos the video screens 
themselves like windows opening upon the 
presence and voices of those with whom she 
is pursuing her enquiry—strongly resonates 
the outside she is surveying with other people 
whose thresholds she is opening, whose 
boundaries she is breaking. Reading by Jean-
Pierre Rehm.
from art to study
commenting on alejandra Riera’s work 
presupposes caution. on the one hand, she 
takes great care to explain her approach 
[1] to the point that any elaboration risks 
superfluity, or even worse, approximation. 
on the other hand, her conceptual work 
mixes, according to the hasty coherence of 
a large collage, heterogeneous materials 
(archives, photos, films, texts) that require a 
particular approach and the patient science of 
creating connections between them. Because 
ultimately, and this is an essential feature, 
the rhetoric at work in the form of numerous 
titles, legends, texts, notes—in short, a critical 
device deposited within the work itself—is the 
product of a defensive logic. “models-without-
quality”, “unresolved problem”, “work in 
progress”, “work on strike”, “fragments”, 
“partial views”, “unrealisable film” are a 
few of the many immediately prescriptive 
descriptions assigned according to a by 
default rule. However, it would be wrong to 
read it as the topos, let alone the pathos, of 
the essential misery of art in the spirit of, say, 
Beckett or Blanchot. even if, as Bataille said, 
the motif of the “scandal” of art, of its crisis, 
or even worse, of its condemnation, remains 
a debt inherited from the avant-gardists, one 
shouldn’t be misled by this. the negation, 
the attenuation, the exhibition of detours 
and retreats are so many weapons jealously 
deployed. this disparaging logic, subjected to 
the power of paralipsis, represents more than 

a strategy dictated by circumstances: it is the 
very form of the work. or rather, the mark 
of its very singular formalism. exhibitions, 
catalogues, projections, alejandra Riera 
endeavours to dress all of these in quotation 
marks, efficiently erecting a battery of 
obstacles to seizing them. What she has thus 
organised is a mode of resistance proper to 
the work itself. no fragility or deficit here, 
in spite of the denials. It is a fortress with a 
construction calculated to defeat its siege.
this might allow us to clear up an equivocation. 
that alejandra Riera’s work is concerned 
with politics couldn’t possibly escape anyone. 
and its manifest urgency, whose practical 
translation in other works [2] keeps this 
word from sounding crude, is uncontested. 
and yet, the paranoid form (that is, for her, 
form itself) precludes these urgencies from 
looking like themes. like extracts, in short. 
always-already reserved, preserved, always-
already exposed—resolved. on the contrary, 
these questions rather supply her with the 
generic consistency of a medium, an opaque 
material as such. So it is important to respect 
and protect its density before attempting to 
publicise it. to put it plainly: here, the urgent 
call nevertheless requires a form, a delay, 
a form of delay, the vigilance of successive 
retrenchments, an unfolding governed by a 
suspensive law.
this kind of paradox is nothing new. It 
contains the double-bind trap that is 
deliberately constructed by anyone who 
stubbornly refuses to cheat, to conceal 
any hasty, degrading accident for the sake 
of convenience, or to compromise on the 
essential: the unfathomable interweaving of 
registers, of contradictions [3] But this trap is 
in no way indicative of paralysis, it does not 
make powerlessness into the work’s driving 
force, not its conclusion. conversely, it is the 
hallmark of an excess of ambition. Because, 
contrary to the stingily lyrical withdrawal in 
vogue today—and we all know to what extent 
politics supplies it with alibis and supposedly 
objective safeguards—what is intended here 
is an epic regime. an epic that is admittedly 
somewhat damaged. or demented. or put 
another way, it is permeated by a lyricism 
that only comes to life through excess. this 
is no doubt why her work often looks like 
an epidemic spreading through the space, a 
boundless propagation relentlessly pointing 
toward the utopia of an “outside”.
this outside fittingly serves at the title of her 
recent installation for Documenta 12: enquiry 
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of place, free from anything demagogically 
picturesque. We will content ourselves with 
briefly mentioning what one part of this 
installation, a film document created in 
conjunction with ueInZZ, offers under this title 
of ‘enquiry’. ueInZZ is a theatrical company 
that was originally linked to a psychiatric 
day hospital in São Paulo. It later became 
an autonomous experimental workshop 
collective, a federation of psychiatric patients, 
therapists, actors and philosophers. the 
guiding principle of the enquiry is simple. 
accompany this disparate group to different 
places—a worksite, an institution, a public 
park, or the streets of São Paulo—and 
observe them as they engage in dialogue in 
the manner of everyday reporters. contexts, 
experiences and knowledge are thus given 
an opportunity to gather and be heard: the 
project leader, labourer, policeman, fanatical 
pantheist, street vendor, cook, passer-by 
asking for the address of Radio globo, etc. It 
is impossible to describe the crowd of details 
(scenes of the Brazilian epic) that inform a film 
that sidesteps the technical standardisation 
to which the dubious informality of the 
“social enquiry” with a “humanistic calling” 
accommodates itself so well. Something this 
venture, as Riera herself makes clear, refuses 
to be.
anyone looking for the workings of an 
assessment, survey or an odious portrait 
gallery with good-natured exhaustiveness 
will be disappointed. Because the logic of 
roles is shaken up. the interlocutors express 
themselves in a mixed conversational space, 
to take up the title of one of the chapters of 
the film. and even if no one is free from the 
possibility of recognition (when it is aided 
by a uniform, market stall, or the emphatic 
signs of a psychological disorder), no one 
finds himself riveted to it, assigned an identity 
that he is called upon to exemplify, according 
to the sinister logic of a documentary that 
lingers on an individual to better spoil itself 
with typologies. Because no one knows who 
exactly is asking the questions, nor who is 
answering, nor, above all, what the precise 
goal is. What is initially transmitted is an 
experience of the insufficiency of this type of 
transmission.
With the exception of a building under 
construction [4] and a hospital, all of the 
exchanges take place “outside”. But the street 
is not a “vox pop” public place, a fortress of 
public opinion. It is rather, as in Rouche’s 

films from the chronicle of a Summer period, 
the most exposed theatre, that is, in spite of 
certain “scenes”. It is the least hysterical, and 
therefore the least theatrical theatre. all the 
more so since the questions—without ever 
resembling an interrogation where knowledge 
would be guaranteed its proper place—
alternate between general considerations 
and the incongruousness of the individual, as 
in godard’s France/tour/detour/deux/enfants. 
“I would like to find out if, instead of keeping 
a door closed, you would like to open one,” 
a slightly kafkaesque porter is asked. on 
the other hand, the collective of “inquirers” 
does not constitute a homogeneous group. If 
some of them are strange, unkind or simply 
talkative, and it’s not always the same people, 
others are quiet; either their mind is off 
somewhere or they are absorbed by the story 
being told. the enquiry is not filtering what 
is said, but is being weaved in the net thrown 
up by each situation, without any framework 
having been agreed beforehand. It is carried 
out neither in anticipation of a desired result 
determined in advance, nor in the fraudulently 
naturalistic miming of an aimless discussion. 
Because, strangely, madness is overseeing 
the operation. It ensures those two pitfalls 
are avoided, and becomes the paradoxical 
mark of gravity or gaiety (of a kind) that 
refuses to seek refuge elsewhere. So it no 
longer presents itself as something brain-
dead, but as a disjunctive operation, the 
possibility of a series of “interruptions”, to 
use the subtitle of the film. It says a lot about 
the calmly frenzied ambition of the project 
that the didacticism of the enquiry-form is 
protected and accomplished by a madness 
that is indistinguishable from the knowledge 
of philosophy, an actor’s know-how, or the 
abandon with which ordinary things float 
along. “the truth contained in joy seems 
inaccessible today. the fact that genres are 
dwindling away, that a tragic disposition 
appears comic and the comic appears 
melancholic, is related to this. tragedy is 
decomposing, because it asserts the positive 
meaning of negativity […]. It is detestable. art 
that advances into the unknown, the only art 
still possible, is neither gay nor solemn; but the 
third term is hidden from view, as if plunged 
into the void, whose figures are described by 
the artworks posted at its borders”, adorno 
wrote in 1967. Without claiming to present 
this third estate, alejandra Riera, this dark, 
impossible, modern intermediary, in all her 
rigor, proposes madness and its ordinariness 
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as a provisional form for the study of art today.
[1] cf., for example, the interview in Vacarme 
no 32 about her film Images de chantiers en 
cours, paroles ce celles, ceux qui construisent 
(Images of worksites in progress, words of 
those who construct).
[2] as in the film named above, which is but 
a small part of an undocumented personal 
commitment to the work of Refdaf (Women 
for the lasting Development of africa). there 
are also all of the exchanges and actions 
undertaken in relation to imprisoned kurdish 
ex-deputy layla Zana.
[3] “If I say something, which I’m later unable 
to explain, that’s called… a contradiction”, 
suggests a protagonist in the film cited below.
[4] the visit to the maria antonia cultural 
centre construction site opens the enquiry 
(photo at the top of the following page). 
Valter Ramos, who heads the project and 
serves as tour guide, tells the story of the 
site’s archaeology. originally the São Paolo 
university of Philosophy and letters, the 
building was closed in 1968 and requisitioned 
by the dictatorship to be used as an 
identification centre, a sorting office. It will 
soon open as a contemporary art centre. one 
can see why, in the chronology of this passage 
from knowledge to power, and in the interval 
before it became symbolic, Rieria and the 
ueInZZ would want to slip in.

published in french in Vacarme 41 autumn 
2007 
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cAST And crew 
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projeto FinneGAnS UeinZZ

actors and performers:
Adélia Faustino      
Alexandre Bernardes 
Ana carmen del collado 
Ana Goldenstein 
catherine de Lima
colazzi
eduardo Lettiere
erika inforsato
Fabrício Pedroni
iza cremonine
John Laudenberger
Leo Lui
Luís Guilherme Ribeiro cunha
Onéss António cervelin
Paula Francisquetti
Peter Pál Pelbart
Roberto couri
valéria Manzalli
Yoshiko Minie

conception, Direction, and Installations: 
cássio Santiago 

Research coordination: 
Peter Pál Pelbart

acting coordination: 
Ana carmen del collado, eduardo Lettiere, 
Érika inforsato, Paula Francisquetti e 
Peter Pál Pelbart

Dramaturgic coordination (Dramaturg and 
Directing collaborator): 
elisa Band

costumes
Simone Mina

lighting
Alessandra domingues

musical composition
Livio Tragtenberg

Production 
Ricardo Muniz Fernandes
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Staff and 
tecnichal 
needs                                                                                                                                            

Staff:
19 actors
1 costume designer
1 soundesigner                                                                                                                                        
1 sound technician
1 producer
1 light technician
1 dramaturg
1 director
Show: Finnegans ueinzz                                                                                                                                          
Duration: 1 hour 15 minutes                                                                                                                                          
minimum space required:  10.0m X 10.0m X 5.0m
+ cushions and chairs to accommodate the 
audience     
                                                                                                  
necessary Lighting: 
40 Pcs (spotlights), 1000 Watts
12 elipsoidal Reflector Spotlights
1 lighting table with 30 channels
note: the amount of reflectors varies according to 
the dimensions of the space

necessary Sound equipment:
2 cD players
1 Sound table
1 amplifier
4 Speakers
4 microphones with Stands




